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Live Toad to invade
Lantz OD Saturday.

Mild today with a
high of 50 degrees.

Friday, MarCh 24, 1995

Jorns
By JOHN FERAK
and CHRIS SEPER

Staff writers
Faculty and student leaders were
quick to defend President David Jorns

Thursday, saying he has done an
admirable job despite discussion by
some Board of Governors trustees to
dismiss him.
Earlier this week, officials affiliated
with the BOG confirmed that board
trustees t.alk.ed about Jorns' future during an executive session of the board's
March 9 teleconference.
Trustees' concerns apparently center
around Jorns' move to reorganize the
university's institutional advancement
division and revamp the EIU
Foundation, Eastern's multi-million
dollar fund-raising arm.
Jorns' proposal would remove most
university-related responsibilities from
institutional advancement and create a
separate development council t.o· help
increase fund-raising and' cultivate
more politica'l connections
the university.
The plan also creates a chief finandal-Oflicer for the Foundation. Morgan
Olsen, vice president for business
affairs, would take that post.
Faculty Senate Chairman John
Allison said senate members and Jorns
occasionally lock horns, but the senate
was surprised to hear about t.alk of firing Jorns.

mr

"Despite some occasional friction between some faculty
and the president,
there has been no call
for a vote of confidence on the president," Allison said. "It
appears obvious that
our president is still
David Joms in place."
Jorns said Wednesday he met with BOG trustees Roger·
Roberson and Mack Hollowell in
Arizona to discuss some "concerns"
they had during spring break. Jorns
would not comment further.
Hollowell has said the university
president serves at the board's pleasure. If the president doesn't have the
board's support, he doesn't serve.
Student Senate Speaker Chris
Boyster said he thinks board members
are wrong to say Jorns works at the
BOG's discretion. Instead, Jorns works
to :help tbe university and is accountable to the students and faculty.
"I find it offensive that (the BOG)
gave Jorns a perfect bill of health in
December, and now they say he's diseased," Boyster said. "I can't help but
think there are personal attacks in
this. I think the students are behind
President Jorns on this issue."
As part of an annual presidential

• See JORNS Page 2A

KARI SWIFT/Phot editor
Speaker Carol Nan Crossed touches her womb to illustrot.e the psychDlogy of a fetus. Nan Crossed discussed abortion as part of Women's
History Month. FOr coverage of speaker June Sochen. see Page 3.

Speaker: Respect life

By MO.tssA llCcLArN
Staff wrtter

Abortion, the death penalty and
war are closely related social issues
linked by violent and destructive
forces, a feminist author said
Thursday.
Carol Nan Crossed, a feminism
author and executive director of a
nationwide peace organization, called
on her audience to apply a "consis-

tent ethic of life": to tackle controversial issues and promote peace.
· Crossed stressed the need for
peace by describing a 'mythical village with a river rnrining through its
cent.er. Every afternoon, the people in
the village went to the river to save
other& who were drowning.
One day a wise person passed
through the village and was amazed
at the tremendous kindness among
• See SPEAKER Page 2A

Single student seeks vice president's office
BJ BBIDI JmlBLER

·

Student government editor

Barring any last minute entries, one
student will be running uncontested
for the position of student vice preaident for financial affairs in the April
19 Student Government elections.
Matt Hermann, a sophomore engineering major from Charleston, said as
vice president he would like to see the
Apportionment Board start meeting
•lier in the year and run "more efficiently."
The vice president for financial
affairs serves as the AB chairman and
assists the student body president in
making policy decisions regarding
financial affairs..

2 parties in '95 election
Ill' 8C01T B•DID•wama
Stt!wrtri!S"

1"o plittiel-wtll compete far ~
t.rol of Student GaMmment in the
Apa:il 19 Student Govemaaent elections.
Your PUt.y and die~

Part1 have cboHn ca~datu for
executive oft'ieee and Connally

The person holding the position
receives a tuition waiver during his
time in office.
Hermann, who has served on the

aJ:DIOUllCl8d theh- inti8ot to
in the
election.
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Your~ fonnecl'bytltudmt bodl'

~·i~t

candida'-9

Michelle

Gaddiui. the CUD'811t student vice
presidelit fbr lltadent~ ~ lioB
president fbt public affain candidat.e
Ohria .Boy8tm; the cw1ent speabr al
t See PAR'IT Page 2

AB for one year, said he would like to
begin AB meetings in September and
have each organization that comes
before the board requesting funds

explain its budget request in detail to
00
;t:e::ershinowandmakeapresentation, but they usually just say
'we spent this much here and this
much here,"' he said. "It's usually pret-

ty~=k if we brought each group in
to explain the amount they want
board members would be mor~
informed and would know better how
to allocate money to them."
The AB allocates student activity fee
money to recognized student organizations.
Hermann said Eastern is "really
hurting for money right no'W," and his
• See VP Page 2
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FROM PAGE ONE
by Steve Falk, vice president for institutional advancement.
"I'm convinced the proposal Jorns
has is not appropriate or in the best
interest of the university," Mason said.
"I don't think getting rid of the president is the right way of going about it.
(Foundation reorganization) is not a
done deal; it's still a proposal. Things
can be done to correct the situation."
Other concerns from the EIU
Foundation about Jorns stem from the
status of Falk, who recently said he
would not consider any other job offers
until July 1. Foundation members said
they are concerned the reorganization
has forced Falk to look elsewhere.
"I am a university employee and
have never forgotten that," Falk said. "I
do not think the evaluation of my
career path should be a determining
factor in this dialogue.
j
"I think the president has made a1ot
of positive contributions to the campus," Falk said.
Lou Hencken, vice president for student affairs, said some officials haven't

• From Page lA

review, BOG members gave Joms a
unanimous positive review in
December.
Lumpkin College Dean Ted Ivarie
said Jorns has maintained open communication with faculty, staff and students during his two-and-a-half years
in office.
lvarie said Jorns has worked with
state legislators and the BOG to provide additional funding for Eastern
that otherwise might not have been
secured.
"He has a vision of what the university should become through the articulation of the articulated planning process," lvarie said of Jorns. "He certainly
is attentive to the Faculty Senate."
Faculty Senate member Gail Mason
said she opposes Jorns' call to reorganize Eastern's Foundation, but she
doesn't think Jorns should be fired for
the move.
Mason also; sits .o:Q. the Development
;Advisory Coilllni.ttee, a board headed

t

• From Page lA
its residents. This person concluded that the people should start
teaching swimming lessons.
Another wise person suggested
the village residents go upstream
to find who was pushing people
into the river.
"As a people working for justice
i-n
k this qp.:"'-<
· ~~;~SJll,~'
" "d
~~R'.0eQ.
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From Page lA

the Student Senate, was created to
let students "create the type of
Student Government that they want."
Boyster said the party's platform
deals with issues such as financial
aid, continuing to work toward getting fresh water in the residence
halls and teacher evaluations.
However, Boyster said the party
;1>lims to redefine its goals more as it
' spe~ to students!
•
"We're' g0ii1gr£o" firld
:What- th'e
students want, and that will make up
our platform," Boyster said. He added
that the party's candidates plan to
speak with many students to get
their input into creating a platform.
Boyster said the party also hopes
to increase student awareness and
involvement in the Student Government.
Also running for executive positions on the Your Party ticket are:
Amy Decker for vice president for
academic affairs, Jeff Zilch for vice
president for student affairs and
Matt Herman for vice president for
financial affairs.
The Empowerment Party was
formed by student body president
candidate Trevor Griffin, who said
the main goal of his party is to allow
students to become more involved
and "keep the whole thing (Student
Government) open."
"There's a lot of fluff right now,"
Griffin said. "I'd like to respond to

Crossed1
- Abcirtion is a negation 'Of 'Peace•
and a destruction of life, she said.
Humanity should not "push the
unborn child over the bridge,"
Crossed said. "It is our duty to
protect the unborn from an abortion. We're talring life from millions."
Crossed, in her presentation
titled "Feminism, Violence and
Abortion," spoke to an audience of
about 40 students and faculty in
the Coleman Hall Auditorium in
honor of Women's History and
Awareness Month.
Crossed began her education. at
Howard 1'tiiversicy in Washington
D.C. While at Howard, a historically black school, she was one of
three minority students, she said.
"This is where I learned what it
felt like to be a minority," said
Crossed, an American Indian who
is executive director for The
Seamless Garment Network.
-

Jorns still regularly attends Faculty,
Staff and Student senate meetings,
Hencken said.
"We have such a large campus with
so many different constituents. It's just
not possible to please everybody all the
time," Hencken said.
"Dave is willing to listen, and if you
can convince him that his way is not
right, I think he's willing to change his
mind," he added.
Jason Anselment, chairman of the
Tuition Review Committee, said he
was shocked that two board members
would call for Jorns' unexpected dismissal.
Anselment said he hopes that BOG
trustees fully realize the implications of
suggesting Jorns be fired.
"I know this was not a decision, and
the president is not fired at this point,
but sometimes even the slightest
actions can have impact," Anselment
said. "There will always be those who
disagree with his decisions. I think we
should confront him on those decisions
and not threaten him with his job."

Party~~~~~~~~~-

Speaker_

£

fully understood Jorns' changes to
move Eastern forward.
He cited reorganization from six to
four colleges, hiring a full-time lobbyist
and Jorns' strategic plan as examples
of "major" changes since Jorns
assumed the university's highest post.
Jorns was named Eastern's seventh
president in September 1992 after
serving as vice president for academic
affairs at Northern Kentucky University.
Hencken thinks most of Jorns'
reforms will benefit Eastern.
"Dave Jorns wants to make some
changes and move the university forward as we approach the year 2000,"
Hencken said. "One of the things I
think we've been guilty of at Eastern is
not planning. We've decentralized the
budget. Now departments and deans
have their own responsibility for their
dollars."
Hencken said that Jorns' decisions
always will be second-guessed, if only
because Jorns is the president and the
No. 1 administrator.

out
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• From Page lA

today.

.

experience on AB gives him the
Five executive positions will be
knowledge to make informed deci- open: vice presidents for public
sions regarding budget cuts and allo- affairs, academic affairs, student
cations.
affairs and financial affairs and stu"I've been on AB for a year, so I've dent body president.
seen all the budgets coming through,
All individuals elected to the oneand. l saw ~ the additional aij~ •yeiu; _ex~v~ Mfi!~ ~will ~ive
#ops.~ .he sajd.
,
' ::. tuition waivers for their teiins Iii
"Most groups have really -good
ideas," he added. "They want to
In addition, 16 Student Senate
spend their money on bringing a lot seats will be open.
of programs to students, but they
Students running for seats on the
need lot more money thail what we senate must collect 25 signatures
have."
from students living in the district in
Applications to run 'in the elec- which they are running, and stutions are available in the Student dents running for executive positions
Government Office of the Martin must collect 100 signatures from stuLuther King Jr. University Union dents living on or off campus.

office.

a

the direct student needs."
As the party's name suggests,
Griffin said he wants to "empower"
students and give them more opportunities to get involved in community
issues.
The following candidates are running for executive office on the
Empowerment Party ticket: Carrie
Dunham for vice president for academic affairs, Lisa Garrison for vice
president for student affairs and
Jason Anselment for vice president
for public affairs.

The party does not yet have a candidate for position of vice president
for financial affairs.
Party candidates vying for seats on
the senate have not yet been
announced.
Also running for executive posi·
tions in the election are independen
candidates Larry Chesser for student
body president and Kiley Allen for
vice president for academic affairs.
All individuals holding executiv~
offices receive tuition waivers during
their time in office.

University Theatre
Presents
Brian Friel's

e
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Lowe's coming

to Mattoon
ment of a new intersection
east of the Kmart/Wal-Mart
intersection entrance. The
An area of land has been new intersection should inpurchased to build a Lowe's crease access to the Lowe's
home supply store east of store; Heller said.
Mattoon, the third new busiFelts said Illinois is currentness with plans to locate in ly home to seven Lowe's
the area in the near future.
stores. The stores range in
The store will be located size from 85,000 to 115,000
east of K mart on the south square feet.
side of Illinois Route 16, said
FeltS said the Mattoon store
Kent Heller, an attorney rep- will offer between 150 to 200
resenting landowners Ken employment opportunities.
McFall and Beverly Swords.
Management positions are
Heller said a contract has traditionally filled: from within
been signed and the property the Lowe's system.
will be turned over to Lowe's
Plans are also in the works
Corporation on June 27. The to build a Steak N' Shake
18.5-acre site was purchased restaurant and a Hampton
for about $2 million, Heller Inn on the north side of
added.
Illinois Route 16 east of
"Lowe's offers everythip.g Bqnan~. Heller said ~e
you need tq 9µ_ild, beautify, expeets in.ore dev~lppment in
and improve yo\µ:.home :ilisi~e the !lrea..,in .t4e ,future, bu.t
and out," Lowe's si>OK:eawom~ plans are tentative right now.
an Clarissa Felts said.
Heller said the construction
Some of the store's services of new businesses is creating a
will include plumbing, elec- domino effect. ·
tronics, hardware, lawn and
"Each business complegarden supplies and home ments each other," Heller said.
decor.
"Existing businesses attract
Construction of the store is customers, which then draw
contingent upon the develop- new businesses."
By BETSY COLE

8laft" wrtter

Club to host juggling
festival this weekend
Eastern's Juggling Club will Smyk, president of the jugbe hosting its 5th ~n~ual.. ,Lg~g_clu~.7~W~:9f...~~c;iq~
,Jugglins::r Extra'V'ir~a 'dfts~··, }i~ding (the extravaganza).
'wee'keiia~"" .• . . . . . . '' '· ' - v _,.,. " " wunnclude the University of
The convention will be held Illinois, Indiana State and
from 9 a.m. to midnight on University of Wisconsin."
Friday and from 9 a.m. to 4
The extravaganza will conp.m. Saturday in McAfee sist of an advanced juggling
Gymnasium. The public is competition, a professional
invited at 7 p.m. Saturday for show and juggling lessons.
a free performance.
·
Some of the contests include
Admission to Saturday's the five club endurance, five
ball endurance and four ball
show is free.
"We are expecting about 200 shower, Smyk said.
jugglers from the five surrounding states," said Kevin
-Staffreport

JOANNE CLARK/Staff photographer
JW1£ Sochen, a history professor, speaks on women entertainers as. rf!fg~ ~~
aR-,,,......,..,..n in Coleman Auditorium as part ofWomen's Hisf!J!Y ruJd:A~ -Mo:rilh' ··1 ·"'·. •
: ~·· '-·~ • t ~:1J..,.~. . . q f1 !J~J:'r.ftira:P~ -·~r1:r

!::lu;;.' 'UJV

Speaker: Female performers
finally getting recognition
successful women in America," Sochen said.
"They were the first to live life like no other
women before them by making money and
The appearance of women on the big showing independence."
screen has made Americans constantly
Sochen's presentation featured comical
question gender roles is society, a distin- clips of film actresses Mae West and
guished professor from Northeastern Katherine Hepburn and television perUniversity in Chicago said Thursday during former Mary Tyler Moore.
her speech, "Women Entertainers as
~an ~Ybe
~ref.~J
..•"These
·.;,.·s-l'L women,
'"!"- ·c1 l~'1
~ ,;,!•• ~ t e'G"
Refonners."i
r
tn"fl... 1.x;1.1en saiu. -~ar 1 women o . u
,
, iJu11&·SocheD;,• a ,h.istor~ pr.ofeasor .and iision aiidroovie·screen were the first to· ask
women's history specialist at Northeastern, society to rethink traditional women's roles."
offered her views on women's current status
Sochen said when studying American
in the social and entertainment world women in history, the first group of women
Thursday as part of Eastern's Women's most people look at are the "exceptional
History and Awareness Month.
women" such as 19th century suffrage
Sochen was named the Board of activist Susan B. Anthony.
Governors' Distinguished Professor for
"These women can't relate to the average
1994-95 because of her excellence in teach- housewives and ordinary women," she said.
ing, research and community service. The "However, Hollywood began to reshape the
title requires her to lecture at each of the image in which women movie stars were
five BOG universities, including Eastern.
seen by relating them to the average
"Early women entertainers are the most women."
By ANTHONY VERRECCHIA
Staff Writer
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Hopefully you'll make it
pa5t 9 o'clock thi5 year!
Love• DAYNA

Happy Birthday
Missy!
Love, Mom
&Dad
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606 MOSCHEL
HAPPY 22"d Birthday
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University's fatherly advice doesn't fly
All I wanted to do was see
Affairs Morgan Olsen to move
The King once before I leave
is
into University Court with his
this earth, regardless of how
wife Is a violation of university
showing by
housing's cohabitation policy.
much it cost me or how much
trouble I was to get myself Into.
example that if
And while they are paying
And just as bears hibernate
the standard rent of $600 a
for the winter and the salmon
in W1
month, they have also received
swim up river, I too had an
ru.dhoritative
various renovations to their
Instinct - no, an uncontrollable
position, the
apartment.
urge - to make a trek to the
True, the apartment they
rules simply no
moved into was believed to be
land of bee-hive hairdos and
polyester pants where the
longer apply."
vacant for the remainder of the
greatest rock 'n roll singer of
semester which is why It
all time was laid to rest.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - underwent such improvements,
Armed with my best friend, a rental car, a bag of
however, there are many apartments In dire need of
Wllb Walker's groceries and one charge card, we set
maintenance which should have been attended to first
off on our eight-hour drive to Graceland where we
Physical Plant Director Ted Weidner says the Olsen's
would become inundated with tourist shops and EMs
aren't being given any preferential treatment, however,
memorabilia.
they are still In dear violation of University Court rules.
Unfortunately, the bills began to come In from our
Teachers across the country taught their students
weekend excursion, and my father became a bit suspithat If you could not give each student In the class a
dous of where all my money was going. With a couple
piece of candy, then don't give any to anyone. Eastern
of phone calls and a credit check, I was caught deep In
Is showing by example that If you are In an authoritadebt and a whole lot of trouble for running off to a
tlve position, the rules simply no longer apply.
"dangerous situation."
I find it hard to believe that the Olsen's were not
During our argument, I reminded him that he too
able to find an apartment somewhere else In the
used to go on road trips when he was our age - someCharleston or even Mattoon community.
times to worse places.
I am sure, however, there are students who, In
And then the age-old fatherty saying shut me up
accordance to rules and policies, would have gladly
faster than a Student Senate tuition Increase proposal:
taken that apartment in University Court.
"Do as I say, not as I do."
Vice President for Student Affairs Lou Henken thinks
Morgan Olsen will get "fln;t-hand experience of the
I don't think I'm the first chlld who has heard this
saying which compares to such greats as "stop aylng
needs and concerns of student IMng arrangements by
or I'll give you something to cry about." As a matter of
residing In University Court."
If this was to be the case, he should have been put
fact, I would venture to guess that some of our admlnlstrators have said this to their own children.
on a waiting llst, placed In a typical apartment and
Some are even saying this to the students.
forced to llve In married housing.
The "do as I say and not as I do" rationale of dlsdInstead, the university Is Inadvertently showing stupllne Is hitting dose to home as Eastern students are
dents that doing as they say will get them nowhere.
being told that they do not have the same rights and
privileges as new vice presidents.
- Elizabeth .Raichle is managing editor and a regular
columnist for The Dally Eastern News.
Clearly allowing new Vice President for Business

"Eastern

you are

Forums in need
of improvements
to help stud~nts
~ ~ of~ fl\Lstrating aspects

of the Student GoVernment elections has been

the candidate forums. Haphazardly created and
poorly executed, the forums have rarely served
their purpose: to give students direct contact
with the candidates.
What coordinators
must do is break up
these forums into workable parts, thus giving
students an opportunity to hear their representatives. The planning must start now, and there
must be sincere attempts at organization.
Most Student Government election forums
~~~~~~-v111e't~ts have.
been disastrous. Forums would last
or fOtir
hour5, espedally in the larger April elections.
What's even worse, rarely has there been a
Iaige student turnout. For the most part, candidates and former Student Senate members fill
the audience.
What Election Commission members should
do is separate the Student Senate candldates
from the Student Government executive candi-

Edito:rial

three

dates.
Executives should have a forum of their own.
Commission members should even consider
~ theql~;mor~ In~ larger r~.
:•: , ~date;-race:s";ofl)ertdlfrg dn· their size,
rould be broken up by district. There could be
one forum for on-campus candidates and another for off-campus races. At-large candidates
could attend both forums.
But reorganization is only half the battle. The
commission must also limit discussion time and
.find a decent format for question-and-answer
~¢: The free-flow discussion has lead to the
long-running forums.
In the end, all this work would help the students. No one attends unwieldy forums, but
through constant promotion and a workable format, students would attend and then make better informed decisions about who they want in
the Student Government.
Student Government has gotten better about
creating more polling places for votes. But that's
only one part of the battle. Election Commission
members must now create a format gives students a chance to learn about the candidates.

Response to letter
was rude and didn't
answer questions
Dear editor:
This Is In response to Yolanda V.
Wllllams reply to my previous
inquiry.
She assumed that I had not
attempted to see If "white" fraternities had black members In it, but
she was wrong. I had talked to several friends who are In "white" fraternities and sororities and they
said they do have black members. I
also talked to my black friends, but
none of them are In fraternities or
sororities. This led me to write to
the newspaper In hopes that my
questions would be answered.
I am glad Wllllams attempted to
answer my questions, however, I
am very angry at the approach she
took. Not only did she not completely answer my questions, but
the tone of her letter had a great
deal of hostility directed towards
me. It is my Interpretation that you
did not fully understand the Intent
of '!'Y.. letter.

Tour turn
If you had finished reading my
letter, you would have found a suggestion for unity between blacks
and whites.
Yes, ignorance Is not bliss, but if
you put other people down for asking questions, then people will be
Ignorant.
Not only are you representing
black people when you speak of
these Issues, but you are representing the entire Black Greek Council
as president.
Perhaps I didn't make my letter
dear enough. I would like to know
If there are currently white members In the "black" fraternities or
sororities here on campus rather
than nationwide.
I now know that you will not
turn away whites, but do you
actively recruit whites to your rush
meeting? If not, perhaps you
should brtng this up in one of your
BGC meetings. I would also urge
white greeks to do the same.
Peace.

Paper needs to run
series just to sort out
numbers of editors
Dear editor:
It seems as though Eastern get!
carried away with Important tides.
As just an ordinary citizen, I often
get confused with all the titles from associates to assistants,
tants-to-the-assistants, special
assistants, administrative assistants, etc. Perhaps these titles are
necessary for present-day resu
In the artlde, "News announces
position changes" (March 21), I
found the large number of lmpor1
tant editor titles rather humorous.
After checking the news staff listed on Page 2 of The News, I
counted 22 types of editor positions.
Since journalism procedures
unfamiliar to me, I would llke to
read a series of artldes descrtb
what the various editors do.
As Of now, with my lack of
knowledge, It just appears to be
case of "too many chiefs .•.. "

•· · ·- .,
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Three vans stolen from car dealership
By BRIAN HUCHEL
'Clmpus editor

than $21,000, are also missing.
Walton said vehicle keys are
normally kept in a cabinet
near the dealership's sales
office.
BLOTTER
In other University and
$500; and a 20-inch television
Charleston police reports:
• Jason Payne, 20, of 2216 with remote control, $315.
• Xenia Stamoudis, 19, of
Ninth St., reported that his
apartment was broken into 2020 10th St., Apt. 104, reportsometime between 2 p.m. ed her apartment was burglarMarch 10 and 9:15 a.m. Sun- ized sometinie between 1 p.m.
March 12 and 7:10 p.m.
day.
The break-in was discovered Sunday.
According to the police
by Payne's roommate Derek
report,
there was no sign of
Hughes. Entry was apparently
gained through a window in forced entry. Items taken
include a microwave, $86; an
Payne's room.
It.ems taken include a st.ereo answering machine, $40; a
receiver, $140; a compact disc stereo, $200; stereo speakers,
player, $140; two stereo speak- $100; a cordless phone, $75;
ers, $80; a video game system and a type writer/word procesand six video games, $140; a sor, $200.
• Mark Gregory, 19, of 1531
full-length leather jacket,

Charleston police are currently investigating the theft
of three vans from a car dealership.
Shawn Walton, a salesperson for Mooney Motors, 1506
18th St., discovered at noon
Wednesday that three vans
had been stolen from the west
side of the business's parking
lot.
Walton could not specify
when the thefts might have
taken place because of the
large number of vehicles that
are delivered to and taken
from the lot to other car dealerships.
According to the police
report, keys to the three vans,
which are each valued at more

Overseas scholarships
offered for next year
By KATIE VANA
Staff writer

Fulbright Study Abroad
Scholarships are being
offered to Eastern students,
giving them the opportunity
to study overseas for one
year during the 1996-1997
academic year.
Wolfgang Schlauch, Eastem's Study Abroad coordinator, said the program allows
students to travel to the
country of their choice. In
the past, students have gone
to An..t-M
. •.. and
German~
' ~
.-.--,.,,....
- 'J" 1,
"Students pick where t.Key
go based on their background and interest of the
country," Schlauch said.
"Fulbright Scholarships
have sent students from all
over the country to Europe,
Asia, Africa and Australia.
Anywhere they want to go,
they can apply to go."
Applicants for the scholarships must be U.S. citizens,

expect to hold a bachelor's
degree by spring/summer
1996, have outstanding academic qualifications and
demonstrate proficiency in
the written and spoken language of the host country to
which they apply.
Last year, 778 Fulbright
Scholarships were awarded
from more than 4,400 applicants nationwide. Schlauch
said two of four Eastern
applicants in the past three
years have been awarded the
scho}8l'..8hip.
I

>· The~~shi~· ~r~de-S

students with round-trip
transportation, tuition waivers where applicable, a
maintenance allowance to
study for one year and
health insurance.
Scholarship recipients are
chosen by a campus committee that interviews and recommends applicants to a
national committee, which
makes the final selection.

First St., also reported some- were taken from Carman Hall
·
one broke into his apartment Room 770.
• John Alumbaugh, a local
during spring break.
How entrance was gained to distributor for U.S.A. Today,
the apartment is unknown, 'reported a newspaper vending
the police report said. Items machine was stolen sometime
taken include 15 compact between 6 ·a.m. Friday and 6
discs, totalling $300, several a.m. Monday from the outside
pieces of clothing, $125; and northwest corner of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
posters.
• Ronnie Butts, 19, of Casey, Union.
The machine, valued at
was arrested at 3:29 a.m.
Thursday for underage con- $350, was believed to contain
about $10 in change.
sumption of alcohol.
• Cynthia Nichols, affirma• Robert Kot, 19, reported
several pieces of stereo equip- tive action director, reporte.d a
ment were stolen sometime window was damaged somebetween March 10 and Sunday time between 5:35 p.m.
from his room in Carman Hall. Wednesday and 5:30 p.m.
According to the police Thursday in Old Main Room
report, a stereo receiver, dual 108.
- The window, which is
cassette player, compact disc
. player and two stereo speak- believed to have been broken
ers, altogether valued at $800, by a rock, was valued at $100.

Lynn Martin will stay
out of presidential race
WASHINGTON (AP)-After she tested the
waters in New Hampshire, all indications
Thursday were that former Labor Secretary
Lyiln Martin would not enter the GOP presidential sweepstakes for 1996.
Aides, former staffers and friends were
keeping mum about her decision, to be
announced at a news conference Friday.
But Andy Foster, deputy chief of staff to
Illinois Republican Gov. Jim Edgar said: "I
think it's probably a safe bet to say tomorrow
she's going to announce she's not nmning. If
she does say yes, I would be absolutely
, fl~red."
.
,
..
:n_ i ,., ,,_.n
· ' Added one high-iairltlrig · ~ ~ -nc::ptiblican
close to Martin, speaking on condition of
anonymity: "She's probably going to say she's
not going to run."
Edgar, in town for a Republican governors
meeting, said he had not heard from Martin
recently. The Illinois congressional delegation
also had no word from Martin, said Rep.
Dennis Hastert, R-Yorkville.
Others who know or used to work for her
hinted at a possible vice presidential candidacy for the former Illinois congresswoman.
In 1984, she played the role of Geraldine
Ferraro in mock debates With George Bush.

'lltirfi".

Martin was traveling to Washington
Thursday, and acJ,viser li)_!.evf'.!n. H;QJf!n~.\f.!Juld
!lq!~:>an~:m\l\:P..w:-,,~~~Mle
announcement.
Some Washington friends had not seen or
heard from Martin since she visited in late
January for the unveiling of a portrait of former President Bush at a Capitol Hill club.
The Federal Election Committee had no
record of her establishing any kind of presidential exploratory committee, and associates
knew of no fund-raising activity.
"She certainly has not done anything visible
that would lead you to believe" she was seeking the nomination, said one friend, Michael F.
Dineen, vice president for federal relations for
Kemper National Insurance Cos.
'
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''KING ORANGr'
GRATEFUL DEAD
TRIBUTE BAND FROM PEORIA

Admission $2
8:30 - 10 pm with Coupon

Chica Chica!

----------.
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Satu rd ay

''CLOCKWORK
ORANGE''
Rock-n-Roll Show From Champaign
Playing a Tribute to LED ZEPPLIN &
other Music!
Hapf'Y Post 21st
_6i~.hday!

i

Admleelon $1
ALL NITE with Coupon
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Heels,
Bruins
advance
By The Associated
Press

Three games down,
and North Carolina still
hasn't had a tight finish.
The
Tar
Heels
advanced to the Southeast Regional final with
a relatively easy 7 4-64
victory over Georgetown
on Thursday night at
Birmingham, Ala.
Rasheed Wallace,
w~
~ained left
~li'!, ilted him to 46
minutes in the fir.st two
games of the tournament, finished with 22
points - including 20 in
the second half. Donald
Williams finished with
20 points and Jerry

"=-•Mh

S~quse +t99e<l ,!..2:.
~·.,....J·.
'¥..".~~:...~:f

:~
... ,.· .

-lteeo.ea. ~defeated sixth-seeded
Mississippi State 86-67
at Oakland, Calif.
Ed O'Bannon's 21
points led the Bruins
(28-2) to their 16th
straight victory and put
them in the Final Four
for the first time since
1980.
Toby Bailey added 12,
George Zidek 11, Tyus
Edney 10 and Charles
O'Bannon, Ed's brother,
~ UC1-A'.s ptan;tf{_~~
fens~"forh:H~n(aa

lne

BWldogs (22-8), who fell
behind by 36 with 10:19
left as a three-point play
by Charles O'Bannon
capped a 9-0 run and
made it 65-29.

NORMAL (AP) - Illinois
State University plans to
drop men's wrestling and
soccer and add women's soccer to meet federal genderequity guidelines, two coaches say.
The ISU Athletic Council
voted in closed session Wednesday to approve the changes, said soccer coach Tim
Carter.
Carter said he was offered
the chance to coach a new
women's soccer team but
declined. Wrestling coach
Kevin Bellis and his assistant got letters Wednesday

1

indicating their contracts
would not be renewed.
"It's pretty much a sucker
punch. It's come from nowhere," said Jamie Burton, a
junior on the soccer team.
ISU assistant athletic
director Kenny Mossman
said an announcement about
the programs was due within
the next day or two.
The federal Office of Civil
Rights has pressured schools
to provide equal opportunity
for male and female athletes.
Some universities help
achieve that equality by cutting men's programs.

Slugfest _ _ _ __
t EromPage 8A
runs to Eastern's Doug
Zywiciel (three runs, two
runs batted in) and Shane
Hesse (two RBI).
In all, the Panthers collected 11 of their 13 hits in
the first three innings. But
rt:h,
Sycamores would not go
•away.
• •
Indiana State fought back
with one run in the top of
the fourth and four more in
the fifth to cut Eastern's
lead to 13-8.
The Sycamores' Eric
Helson started the fifth
with a pinch-hit home run
off Eastern's Dave Hamilton. After Brian Warn flied
out, a single by Travis
Mason and home run by
Brian Prespowlewski chased
Hamilton.
Ps:ntber ,teftha~r T,gtJh
:lrabcek came in to pifbbi'
and was greeted with a
David Ollery shot over the
right-center fence.
But Brabeck settled down
and gave up just one run
the rest of the way.

"Somewhat Fractured History of
the World Show"

The Dailf Ewide:rn New•

1995

ISU drops 2 sports

Lance Brown's
•

24~

Eastern fitstbasemanpitcher Tony Gilio got the
final two outs in the seventh
to seal the victory.
"T_ommy Brabeck came in
and did a good job and so
did Gilio. We had to go with
our deep (pitching) staff
because of the weekend,"
said Schmitz of the two double-headers against Northeastern Illinois tomorrow
and Sunday.
"I told our guys before the
game that they're (Indiana
State) going to swing the
bats. I just told our offense
that we're going to have to
swing it or it's going to be a
long game for us."
The Panther offense certainly held up its end of the
bargain as all but two
starters collected hits. Along
with Salazar, Jason Zobrist
(3·for-4, two runs) and Steve
Dunlop (2-for-3, 2 RBI) provided much of the fire power
as did Travis Hayes, whose
moon shot over the left-field
fence still would have left
the park if a hurricane wind
was blowing in .

This Weekend at

~arty's
Friday.· Italian Beef .
Mozzarella w/Marty's fries s3u
&Fish w/fries $2tt

$3 Pitchers
••••Saturday••••
$12!2. Bottles
FRIDAY & SATURDAY AT:

Mother's.
$

1

WHAT'S COO KIN' )

lliilfflllntllf

COME OUT-AND TRY
THf BEST

BREAf<·f=AST~lR i CWN1
•

4097rn5t..

• • • •

DOMINO'S PIZZA SPRING BREAK

Saturday, March 25
Doors Open at 8pm • Show Starts at 9pm
Rathskellar in the MLK Union
FREE ADMISSION

Weekends Art Made For ~

ADDITIONAL
TOPPINGS
ONLY $1.00
EA.CH
MAKE IT A
PAN FOR
ONLY $1.00
MC> R E
GET TWO
FOR ONLY

LUNCH & DINNER

HUGE Stuffed Potato
95

(ChotceofToppings)

w I Garden Salad • 3
While They Last!/
LUNCll

Lasagna. Veggies I.fr
Side Salad $4 50
w / coffee or tea

Soup sandwich Special
w / coffee or tea "300 ·

DRINK

SPECIALS

'J50 llliller Lite t Bud Light Draft.s
Bar Rail Drinks '?'
Stmbeny Daiquim r Margaritas only 1225

$6.49
WITH CHEESE ONLY

OR GET A 1·•RGE Pl''"

FOR OMLY $1 MORE!
OFFER GOOD ONLY AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATION

348-1626
677 LINCOLN
ABSOLUTELY
EXPIRES ~-29-95
Mon.-Thurs. 7:30-2am • Fri. & Sat. 7:30-3am • Sun 11 am-11 pm

The Dat17 ED.8t.e:rn :Newl!!I
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Softball _ _ _ _ _ _ __
break games.
"I think our pitchers did
timing is just a little bit off that better on Wednesday,"
right now. But I'm not so con- she said. "We had a pitchers
cerned with pitches she is meeting on Wednesday
hitting but the pitches she before and it was something
takes. And I look for Aimee that we worked on in practo come back. She's been a tice. We put them in some
steady player for us."
pressure situations where we
Perine said that she is also would have to make adjustpleased with response by her ments, and they did well.
pitching staff - Coli Turley,
"It was something which
Missy Porzel and Mandy we worked real hard on. And
White - in regards to the we know what we need to do
adjustments that needed to in terms of adjustments. We
be made after the spring
• From Page BA

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • a • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~

need to get the ball on the
corners and the ball on the
ground."
As far as the large amount
of runs given up in the first
innings of Eastern's three
losses (11) at the Florida
State Invitational, Perine
said that simple execution is
the answer to any early
breakdowns.
"As long as we do what we
know we can on the mound,
that will take care of itself,"
Perine said.

Liss~------------------~
• From Page 7A
t.o rally around. So we expect certain accomplishments from them.
Scoring titles. Knockouts. Championships. If
they don't reach the level they were once at,
they're through, in our minds. It doesn't matter what they once did, it's always what-haveJUU-done-for-me-lately.
And while most see Tyson as a boxer, others
view him as a rapist and a felon. While the
majority of us see Jordan as the world's greatest basketball player, some see him as an
addicted gambler who needs the spotlight in
order to survive.
What we need to realize is that despite all
the shortcomings of today's professional athletes, whether we bemoan their vices or their
attitudes, they are still only athletes - people
- and they haven't changed much from the
days when our parents and grandparents grew
up.
Early boxing heroes like John L. Sullivan
and Jack Johnson caused more trouble outside
the ring than in it, with alcohol being a major
influence on both.
Think of Tyson's image if he were a drunken
brawler six times a week and twice on Sunday.

of college basketball around 1950? Picture
Jordan's gambling reaching those height.a.
And historians say that even Babe Ruth
drank and smoked like a fiend during his play-

saas

No Coupon - Just Ask

FREE
·DELIVERY

+Tax

Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
'til 2 am on Weekends

345-3400
Expims 3/31/95

We now accept
Credit Cards
on deliveries

•t&I

PREGNANr?
NEED HELP?
*FREE Pregnancy Tests
*Accurate Information
*Individual Attention
*Strictly Confidential

CPC of Eastern Illinois, Charleston, IL
CALL 345-5000

ing days.

It's almost ludicrous to imagine these scenarios in today's media-conscious age. Well,
maybe it's not. Look at the Simpson trial.
But it's not today's athletes who are meaner
and more bad to the bone. It's just that with
every move they make, the spotlight moves
right with them. There is nowhere to hide.
That doesn't condone the shortcomings of a
Tyson or a Jordan, but it should change the
ways we look at today's athletes. More has
become of what they do off the field now than
for what they can do on it.
What is needed is some perspective.
So as we approach the full-blown comebacks
of two of the biggest juggernauts their respective sports have had to offer, cool off the expectations and enjoy these guys while we can.
Let Mike just play ball. And just let Iron
Mike pick his fights, no pun intended.
Don't tell them what they should do on the
field or in the ring. Just watch them do it.
Don't expect. Just enjoy, because as Jordan
proved 21 months ago, they'll be gone before
s:. ~ r.
v
.t
~d 1e~1;11Jie:t tbe J?O.Wt.-s~ving scandals. ~alQiOJ'(. it_,

SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIENDI

.. Large
. ........
-------------··············
1 Item Pizza & Free Qt. of Coke

So What About Champaign!

come to

•

I.

Perfect Pak

1 X-Large, 2 Item Pizza
1
I
$9.95
4 Lar~e
1 Item Pizzas 1 2 X;.Large, or
2 Item Pizzas
1
I
$16.99
Additional Toppings I
Additional Toppings
95¢
I
$1.25

$21.95
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GANDOLFI
CHIROPRACTIC

Ev!k~1iirlG~SsfkE
(on first visit)

After eleven years of providing Eastern Students
with quality Chiropractic care, we are welcoming
fhe students back to school.
To welcome you back we are offering to perform
our services on your first visit absolutely free
with this ad! This includes consultation, treatment,
and X-rays if indicated.

Place a

BIRTHDAy-AD
with a

PHOTO AND
MESSAGE
In

Call NOW to schedule your appointment.

The Dally

Eastern
News

(Deadline: 3 Business DaljS
Before Ad is lo run)

lf@~

'~--

'*-Sigma Phi E9s\\~""'*-

~Informal Rush~
- 100 1.\/.Can Chapter
- #1 in acade'l'nics
- Recipient o f the president's a'Z.Vard
for fraternal excellence
- Currently Top 3 in interl'n.urals
Come & meet the guys
at the l:4>E house In Greek Court for a B.B.Q.,
Sat. March 25 at Noon

Call Craig for more
information or questions

581 - 2718

GANDOLFI
CHIROPRACTIC
2115 18th St.

Call 345-4065
. *New Patients only, Ad must be presented on Ist visit
Expires March 31 , 1995

Outdoor
track
starts

Randy
Liss
Sports editor

Let's enjoy

By CHET PIOTROWSKI
Staff writer

MikeI &Mike
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w .rme"we.- ·ean,-J
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The men's and women's
track teams start to run off
their outdoor season beginning
tomorrow at Southern Illinois
for the SIU Invite.
' "Illinois State, Indiana
State, Southern Missouri and
of course Southern will be
th~re. These are some pretty
goo(ones ;(~~).~ said head

I'

p

Spring is a time when
nature starts over, a time for
new beginnings. It's the season equated with fresh
starts, so what better time of
year for the comebacks of two
ofl<t:be Jinost·~e-sstiql athlM§Ifffctilufif<1g.Jpei;ation rim~
UH!irtesjM!CtiVe-sports? •"
Three years ago, the numbers 922335 and 45 wouldn't
have meant a whole lot when
discussing Mike Tyson and
Michael Jordan, but Tyson's
prison serial number and
Jordan's baseball/basketball
number are the easiest ways
to identify two of the most
media-horded athletes in the
last quarter century. At least
until Tyson's release from
the Indiana Youth Corrctional Center come Sat-

:-Unle.y:

I

~-!WW, M:c'Xll~!"Iley.

I
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Mike and Mike. Tyson and
ordan. Nobody wanted anything to do with Iron Mike
after his conviction for rape
in 1992, while people all
across America have wanted
to Be Like Mike ever since he
donned a Bulls uniform in
1984.
They are probably as different as any pair of athletes
could possibly be - one
graceful as a bird in flight,
the other like a runaway
Mack truck with an attitude.
When it comes to attracting
'Sftention 'though;· t~se two
go at the top of the list.
The media spotlight that
followed Tyson during his
trial for raping Desiree
Washington nearly rivaled
that of O.J. Simpson, and the
attention that hit Jordan at
the time of his retirement
and during his recent comeback ... I don't think that
needs to be documented.
As numerous other athletes can attest, with that
spotlight comes expectations
- great expectations. Tyson's
pending flee to freedom has
already conjured up incredible possibilities of how the
former heavyweight champ
might literally kill the first
opponent of his return after
being cooped up in a cell the
past 40 months or so.
And anything less than a
championship for the Chicago Bulls and His Airness
come June will undoubtedly
tarnish the legend that
Jordan has already created
for himself throughout his
nine-year NBA career.
But why these expectations? We are so in need of a
hero these days, we say, that
we need people - athletes -

• See USS Page 7A

For QO.e ath1efu~ the adverse
weather expected isn't going to
factor into his performances.
Sophomore Kert McAfee
said, "the rain doesn't really
bother me. The wind might be
the only thing. I'll have to
adjust during the race, to save
energy. .I expect better times
(from myself)."
According to Mcinerney, getting used to the weather is
going to take time.
"We have to get accustomed
to the outdoors; the winds,"
said Mcinerney. "The elements
do play a role."
~
~~~is more
of a thinking process," said
McAfee.
For Eastern, there will be
significant changes from the
indoor season to the outdoor
season.
For one, there will be the
addition of the hammer throw,
javelin and discus.
_ "The hurdles will get doubled from 55 meters to 110
meters for the both the men
and women," said Mcinerney.
"There will be the addition of
the 400 meter hurdles also."
As far as conditioning for
the outdoor season, it will be
back to the basics.
"It is kind of different in
terms of starting off in terms
where we left off from (the
indoor season)," said Mcinerney. "People get worn out
from doing the same thing,
We're going to go back and dai
what we did in the beginnint
of the season (as far as training)."

JOHN COX/ Staff photographer

Eastempttcher Mike Sommerfeld makes his delivery yesterday during the Panthers' 13-8
victory over Indiana State at Mon~r Field. 1he win was Eastem's third in a row.

Panthers win slugfest
4 pitchers fuel victocy
By PAUL DEMPSEY

Associate sports editor
It may have been a little cold outdoors yesterday, but the bats at Monier Field certainly
weren't.
Eastern and Indiana State combined for 23
runs including nine dingers in a game which
the Panthers won 14-9. Eastern jumped out
to a 13-3 lead after just three innings, but on
a day with winds gusting toward centerfield,
no lead was safe.
"I don't know what the miles per hour
were, but that wind gets going," head coach
Jim Schmitz said.
"We're just playing well. The guys are

swinging the bats and we got on them
(Sycamores) early. And when you get up early,
it's hard for them to come back.
"But you have to credit Indiana State. They
got right back in the game."
Eastern sent 23 batters to the plate in the
first three innings as they built what seemed
like an insurmountable lead.
Panther secondbaseman Melesio Salazar
led the offensive attack, going 3-for-4 with a
double, home run and three runs scored.
Indiana State starting pitcher Aaron Baker
never got on track, as he lasted just 1 2/3
innings while giving up seven earned runs
and walking four.
Baker was sent to the showers in the second inning after giving up back-to-back home

t See SLUGFEST Page 6A

Softball team heads south for tourney
By ANTHONY NASEUA
Staff WI1ter
Lady Panther softball coach
Beth Perine is anticipating
nothing short of a victory
when her 5-6 squad heads
back to Carbondale for the
Southern Illinois Invitational
on Friday and Saturday in
Carbondale.
"We intend to win this tournament," Perine said. "I think
we have a good shot. There are
some good teams, but if we
come together and put our hitting and pitching and defense
together like l know we are
capable of doing, I absolutely,
truly believe that we can win
this tournament."

The Lady Panthers will
open up play today against
Southeast Missouri State and
Tennessee Tech. On Saturday,
Eastern will face the University of Evansville, Northern
Iowa and the host Lady
Salukis. The squad with the
best record after the five
games will be declared the
winner.
Perine explained that she
has never seen Southeast
Missouri State or Evansville
before, but that Eastern
defeated Evansville twice in
the fall.
The last time Eastern
played Southern was at the
SIU Invitational, when the
Lady .Panthers were edg~ 6-5.

"The last time we played
them was when Nicole Chapman got hurt," she said. "We
got off to a slow start and they
went ahead 3-0 in the first
inning. I think we're very competitive with SIU and I believe
that we can take them this
time."
The Lady Panthers shut out
Northern Iowa 4-0 at the
Florida State Invitational last
weekend, but Perine said that
it was a stellar defensive effort
by the team that made the difference.
"They (Northern Iowa) had
runners on base almost every
inning," she said. "Our defense
got us out of a lot of jams. We
just played.geat defense. W.e

got out of bases loaded twiCll
and runners at first and
ondtwice.
"We know that they can ·
the ball. We're just hoping
have another great ga
against them. Another key •
that first game was we
early and kept scoring. But
defense has really been do·
the job."
Perine said that she is l
ing for an increase in offi
production, particularly
senior shortstop Aimee
who has struggled this
at the plate (4-for-33).
"Aimee came in for an
hour yesterday. She can
a good bat, it's just her ·
• see SOl'TBALL Page 7..
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Toad knows
life as a band
on the road
BY DAVID M. PUTNEY
He answered the phone and yawned.
Not a good sign for an expectant
interviewer, but business as usual for a
band on the road.
"I just woke up," Dean Dinning, bassist
for Toad the Wet Sprocket, said.

The clock read noon, bUt clear1y he
needed the rest. The four-member band
had just reached the halfway point on their
30-stop 1995 tour.
Sometimes ifs a blur.
"I know nothing about Des Moines," he
said from his hotel room in the Iowa
capital. "All I can see is that ifs really
sunny."
Toad, hitting the road in support of its
latest album "Dulcinea," still has two more
stops to make, Minneapolis and Chicago,
before bringing its show to Charleston. The
band will perform with Hootie and the
Blowfish at 8 p.m. Saturday in Lantz Gym.
Tickets are sold out.

"Ifs been going great," Dinning said of
both the tour and Toad's relationship with
their touring partners. "'We've known the
group for a year, even before their record
('Cracked Rear View') took off.
'We've been planning this since
October."
Members of both bands sit in on one
another's songs, and, in Dinning's opinion,
the whole lot of them are all good friends.
Of course, Toad's tours weren't always
this way. The band always has had
complete artistic control over its music.
However, the band often found that
concert scheduling on tours was out
See TOAD Page 4

Tonight

Arts Center.

• Amasong, a feminist, lesbian chorus from
Champaign, will be performing at 8 p.m. in the
Coleman Hall Auditorium.
• Jamie Notarthomas will be performing at 9
p.m. in the Rathskeller of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union. Admission is $1 for students and $3 for the general public.
• The J.C. Sanford Quartet will be performing
from 6 to 9 p.m. at Friends & Co., 509 Van
Buren Ave. Admission is free.
• Love Cup, Hushdrop and Liquorette will be
performing at 10 p.m. in the Dungeon, 509 Van
Buren Ave. Admission is $3.

• A self defense workshop for women will be held
at 7 p.m. in the Effingham Room in the University Union.
• Singer and songwriter Jack Gladstone will be
performing the "Circle of Life" at 8 p.m. in the
University Ballroom of the the University Union.
Admission is $1 for students and $3 for the general public.
• "One Night Only," a dramatic production about
political correctness, will be performed at 8 p.m.
in the Doudna Studio in the Fine ArtS Building.

Monday

Saturday

Tuesday

•Toad the Wet Sprocket and Hootie and the
Blowfish will be performing at 8 p.m. in Lantz
Gymnasium.
• Lance Brown will be performing his "Somewhat Factured History of the World Show," at 9
p.m., in the Rathskellar of the University Union.
• The University Theatre presents " Dancing at
Lughnasa" at 8 p.m. in the Studio of the Doudna
Rne Arts Center. Admission is $3. 50 for students, $6 for Eastern faculty, youth and senior
citizens and $8 for the general public.
• The Multi-Cultural Student Union will host the
Unions United Party from 9 p.m. to 1 a .m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the Unviversity Union .
~ion is $.2 for students.

• A poetry reading will be held at 4 p.m. in the
Charleston-Mattoori Room in the Univerisity
Union.
• Alan Canfora will present a lecture about student activism, past, present and future and about
the 1970 Kent State tragedy at 8 p.m. in the
University Ballroom. Admission is $1 for students
and $3 for the general public.

su~day
• With Honors, starring Joe Pesci, will be presented at 2 p.m. In the Lumpkin Lecture Hall.
• Unveristy Theatre presents "Dancing at Lughnasa" at 2 p.m. in the Studio of the Doudna Fine

E.W IN-HOUSE

"1'U¥tT
F-rLday,

~arch

Free Jazz

From Champaign
12-Inch Recording Artists

Show

Wednesday
• Singer and songwriter Pat Mccurdy will be performing "Dean of the Scene" at 8 p.m. in the
Rathskeller of the University Union.
• University Theatre presents "Dancing at Lughnasa" at 8 p.m. in the Studio of the Doudna fine
Arts Center.

-vv/ The J.C.
Sanford
Quarte"'t

6-9

Thursday

Love Cup

1

I

w/Hushtower

& Uqu~rette
$3sw admission
10:00 show
345-2380

509 Van Buren

• University Theatre presents "Dancing at Lughnasa" at 8 p.m. in the Studio of the Doudna Fine
Arts Center.
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Beach Bash '95

t; ·

LUNCH SPECIALS
•Tuna Salad Sandwich
on croi55ant with cup
of 5oup or 5alad
•Muehroom and chee5e
omelette with eoup
and a muffin
•Fieh with macaroni and
cheeee ooleelaw and roll
EVENING SPECIALS
Mon-Sat AFIEK sm

Spring B·r eak, Never, St~o s At· lke~s,
w.

Saturday, March 25th

10:30a.m. - Close

DJ .. Bonehead"" 2

49

6

p.m.

Preparty for Hootie & the Blowfish!! Coors Light Pounders $200
All Midori Drinks $1 24 Fish Bowl Punch $1000 (serves four)
All Malibu Drinks $1 24 Other very special Drink Deals"
~L.IJi
Cancun springbreak Videos All Day Long
~wb
Beach attire is more fun - wear it!
.
Shoes and shirt required.
11

• Stuffed Chicken
• 5eef Stir Fry
• Red Snapper

' GREAT BREAKFASTS
EVERY MORNING!
409 7tb St.• 345·7427
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Play depicts today's Irish
life and family problems
BY STEPHANIE CARROU

''T.6..

Anyone who has a sibling can relate to the
think students can
play, said Melissa Hard, who plays Maggie, a
character in "Dancing at the Lughnasa," a play
really relate to the play. It
c:urrently running at Doudna Fine Arts Center.
relates to today's family
The memory play written by playwright
Brian Friel, is the story of five unmarried Irish
problems and today's life.
Sisters, as remembered by Michael, the son of
Anybody who has a brother
one of the sisters. The play is set in 1936 Ireland.
.
or sister can identify."
The play, which opened- Wednesday, was
- Melissa Hard, sophomore
scheduled in conjunction of Women's History
theater arls major
and Awareness month. It will run at 8 p.m.
tonight and Saturday and March 29, 30, and
April 1. It will be presented at 2 p.m. March 26 25 years in a lepper colony in Africa. In the
and April 2.
play, he has returned to Ireland to be with the
"I think students can really relate to the sisters.
play," said Hard, a sophomore theater arts
Though Vrona is one of two males in an
major. "It relates to today's family problems and eight-member cast, he said the play is not just
today's life. Anybody who has a brother or sis- geared for women.
ter can identify. "
"In my opinion, it doesn't matter that it is
Hard's character~ Maggie, is the comedian of about women," Vrona said. "It'.s about relationthe five sisters.
.
ships, too, and that's universal.
"Maggi~'s th.e l9kester of the family{ :..Hard"
_ "p~ogle can pick up on the different relationsaid. ''She--f>r'~~ ilf~ iensibn between·'tfie ~sis.:' ' ~s between 3.he Characters in the play."
~rs. I Jp~ ·P.l.f1Yi(lf:l)~s ien":!-~cter. UsullfY-~~ ~~~~tpe p~ay; the ~isters take care of Jack as
listers will bicker. When one of the sisters he is sick with malana.
begins going in on one of the other ones, my
. "T~e sisters ~re worried about me, " Vrona
Character usually steps in to break it up."
said. They don t know how long I'll last. The
Clint Vron~. a sophomore theater arts major, sisters_ still feel like I'm a priest. They kind of
plays the role of Uncle Jack, one the two male watcJ:t their tongues around me.
roles in the play.
"One of the·sister had a baby out of wedlock.
Jack is the sisters' brother and uncle to Everyone's tense about how I will react to that."
Michael, the narrator. Jack, who had previousAdmission is $8 for adults and $3.50 for stu11 had been a Caf!1olic priest in Ireland, spent dents with a student ID.

wnu01 m©rn©iji~
Sunday
March 26
2pm

FREE' ·

Lumpkin
Lecture Hall
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Self Defense
For Women

,

'f!

-

i!.!o~
·~·
$!Admission W/ l.D. 1111.~~

Attend to learn some
techniques for
self-..Pfotec_t~
.oo., Co~

~~·~~ irtabl~ r~

to learn!
Carrie Konell,
Department of Physical Educ.
Mon., March 27, 1995, 7:00 pm
Effingham Rm, MLK Union

TALL TALE

sponsored by the EIU Counseling Center

Charleston, 348-8030
Certified Resume
Writer on staff
We also typeset
Term & Class Pa~
24~.tum~
on most w~·;

...

Fri & Sat. 4:30, 7:00, & 9:15 Sat & Sun Mat. 2:00
Sun- Thurs. 4:30, 7:00

I•
I•

If
A,JOll
PAYNE.
l)AMC)N WAY1lNS
~~

HIT A

Fri & Sat. 5:00, 7:15, 9:45 Sat & Sun Mat. 2:15
Sun- Thurs 5:00, 7:15

HOMERUN

3.DDi-....-....

WITH THESE
WEEKEND
SPECIALS AT
JERRY~s

Daily: 7:15, 9:45
Sat.&Sun. Mat. 2:15

"'"'ata~y

-

aunchMovie
They're ••c•
=~--f;C]Jl.t
,...

Daily: 7:00, 9:00
Sat.&Sun. Mat. 2:00

Mi\!l~Jl6tTSiiiilili~~:::::::J~ -~ ~Fri & Sat. 5:15]:30, & 9:30 Sat & Sun Mat. 2:00
~un- Thurs. 5:15, 7:30
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345-2844
DELIVERY NOON TO CLOSE
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I
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I
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coRNER OF 4TH &.. LINCOLN
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Perfection.~

All~

PIZZA

&.PUB
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.......

UNB~~o~B~VINTUUS

~

RESUMES

"The best Investment for
your Future"
The Career Connection
1550 Douglas, Suite 102

~

THE

l

l_l.8.sin-gle-lng~ectient

i Pizza &.. Qt. of Coke
I

s92s !
I
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CLIVE BARKER'S ULTIMATE
URBAN LEGEND RETURNS.

___ l
!
I

s79s !
I

Exp. 3/31/95
Exp. 3/31/95
I
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r.-----------------------,------------------------,
, Sm. Two Ingredient
,

1Sm. Single Ingredient
!Pizza &.. Qt. of Coke
I

:

! Pizza &.. Qt. of Coke
:
s59s :
S69s:
! Exp. 3/31/95
!
I
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: Exp. 3/31/95
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Two large Single Ingredient Pizzas

$16
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Fri & Sat. 4:45, 7:00, & 9:15 Sat & Sun Mat. 2:15
Sun- Thurs. 4:45, 7:00

OUTBRIAI

RENE RUSSO
MORGAN DUSTIN HOFFMAN[!]
FREEMAN
Fri & Sat. 4:30, 7:15, 9:45 Sat & Sun Mat. 1:30
S~n- Thurs. 4:30, 7:15
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From Page lB
of their hands.
The band toured for a grueling two
years after the release of their breakthrough album "Fear."
"That tour just kept
dragging on and
dragging on," Din~
ning said. "After eight -· ,
months (Columbia
Records) released 'All I
Want' as a single. They said as of tcxiay
your tour officially starts over.
"It seemed like there was no end in
sight. We just grinned a beared it."
Now, with a third hit single under
their belt and two consecutive hit
albums, the Toad road schedule has also
changed.
'
.. ''Wj} dQ have control over it," he said.
"T<ltir:tng'is not something we feel we
have to do anymore."

The $650 band
Most people began hearing
about Toad with the release of
"All I Want," an acoustic-based,
melodic love song typical of the
band's style. The song made it into the
:a-if>"'f~il't 199-2, as did the followup sin~"Walk the Ocean," a lavishly Produced track.
The band's roots go back much fur-

on

ther though.
The foursome has known each other
most of their personal and all of their
professional lives. As high schoolers in
Santa Barbara, Cal., Glen Phillips, Todd
Nichols, Randy Guss and Dinning began
playing in a garage band in 1986.
Within months they became the
house band at a bar called The
Shack, playing literally for peanuts,
and later, for free beer when they
turned of age.
When the band began getting professional aspirations in 1988, they'd
already recorded two albums, "Bread
and Circus" and "Pale." Record companies started calling around that time with
an· interest both in the two releases and
in signing the band.
Columbia Records won out, only after
promising complete artistic control to
the band. Remarkably the label
also agreed to release "Bread
and Circus," recorded in
the band's living room for
$650, without redubs or
alterations.
"I still like it," Dinning
said of the band's earliest
release. "I don't sit around and listen to it
or anything, but we still play the songs in
concert."

r-----------------------------,
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bAA. t/,,e. Vi'e.t
prb~ke.t
I
I
fA~ts
I
I It seems the most-asked question about the band is where
I
members got its name. According to Rolling Stone, the
I
I band once played under the name Three Young Studs and
I Glen. The band got its current name from a Monty Python
Skit lampooning rock news reports.
I

fu.n
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~) '
Randy Guss

Todd Nichols

Glen Phillips

Dean Dinning

Aunt Natalie and Uncle Dave's reminder: Remember kids, ask yer parents before you use
sharp objects like scissors.

L-----------------------------~
BY DAVID M. PUfNEY
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Few rock stars age gracefully, and
: 1101"112 ~tb k~p· their grasp oo:the
ftra' that ~ tltml apart:
Whether it be U2, the Rolling Stones
or Aerosmith, superstar concerts have
grown bloated, hung with the trappings
of fame. Popularity becomes a cult of
personality in an art form that values the
ne\11 and different.
At the same time, buying superstar
album!i i& like ltwestifig' in a mutual fund ' safe. almost pnlnteat returns though
' ma~ hcrt·the most satisfying. _
Problem is, we also forget why we
liked the band in the first place.
Bruce Springsteen is one of these elite
dinosaurs in rock-n-roll's Jurassic Park.
His greatest hits album presents only the
tiniest glimpse into one of rock's most
durable, and (at one time, at least) most
creative acts.
This 18 song-retrospective takes
Springsteen through his dark, angst-ridden past, his "Born in the USA" days
when he was showered with undeserved
jingoism and his more recent works songs of his own loves lost and found.
Through it all, Springsteen weaves a
dark undercurrent, the simmering anger
and pride of the working class.
Present are all the necessary songs,
already played to the point of public
domain on the radio. Then again, where
would a Springsteen greatest hjts be
without "Born in the U.S.A.," "Born to
~un" and "Dancing in the Dark"?
-:- Listeners who got on board in the

mid-80's are
likely to be
surprised by
Springsteen's work
in the decade between "Born
to Run" and
"Born in the
L--""'------'
U.S.A."
When he' first emerged onto the scene
he was ·a rambling street poet - James
Dean with a guitar. His power-charged
songs fle\11 in the face of the easy-listening, laid-back 70's sound.
His early works put into words the disillusionment over the end of 1960s ideal. ism and the onset of the realism and
malaise that marked the 1970's.
"Nebraska," a ballad noticibly absent
from the greatest hits, describes the murder spree of Charles Starkweather and
Caril Ann Fugate and turns shiftlessness
into evil menace.
"Born in the U.S.A.," Springsteen's
upbeat anthem about a bitter Vietnam
vet, looms over the greatest hits album
the way it looms over his career. By
track eight, listeners are likely to forget
the restlessness of "The River" or the
abandon of "Born to Run" and pound
their fists in the air and scream along
with the Boss' raspy wail.
Even the "Greatest Hits" cover art,
mirrors the now famous "Born in the
U.S.A." shot of Bruce's backside, minus
the American flags that stirred the rnas.5es' patriotic tendencies.

The latest tracks
"Dulcinea," released last year, marks
a return to the band's roots in layered
harmonies and atmospheric sound.
Overall, "Dulcinea's" 12 tracks are far
more stripped down than the sometimes
overprcxiuced "Fear." The band was
aiming for a live sound with _"punchier

'That tour just
kept dragging on
and dragging on.
It seemed like
there was no end
in sight."
Dean Dinning
drums,
said.

aoo ralD1chier guitars," Dinning

sider the record an artistic step forward.
Particularly challenging is
"Reincarnation Song," a
guitar charged, almost
gritty track.
.
"Who says it doesn't
sound like us, because it
is us," he said. "I'm still
glad we put it on the record."
Dinning admits the meaning of the
band's often literate songs might get lost
on some people. The current single, "Ay
From Heaven" describes Christianity
from a Gnostic point of vie\11, a religious
philosophy considered heretical by firstcentury religious leaders.
Dinning said the track's funky groove
belies its true meaning. This is the heart
of Toad's songwriting philosophy.
"I always liked bands with lyrics you
could find something deep in," Dinning
said. "I think the best music is where half
the people can find something deep
and the other half can dance to it."

A fan's band

While the term is often overused,
"We didn't feel the pres&Jre to repeat
Dinning sees success of Toad as the
the success of the last record ('Fear'), .but result of remaining a genuine fan's band.
we thought we coukl make a better
The public can sense a sellouij he said.
album," he said. "We weren't trying to
"We jusfreally 'focus on the music
make the ultimate Toad album."
aspect of the music business," he said.
"The result still retains the classic Toad "We haven't had our goals changed. We
sound, a blend of acoustic cincl electric
haven't become stars per se."
guitars and silky harmonies. The mix is
Toad's EP "Acoustic Dance Party,"
mocxiy, but also listenable
released late last year, was intended for
and occasionally
fans not mass audiences, Dinning said.
upbeat.
It's a little more lighthearted than
To record the
most Toad tracks, though probably
album, Toad went to
not for most people's taste.
The Site, in Marin
"When you get in front of a room
County, Cal., a studio
full of people with nothing but an
"on the side of a hill in the middle
acoustic guitar, you get kind of
goofy," he said. "It's kind of like
of the wocxis," Dinning said. All of the
standing naked in front of the class."
tracks except for Begin and Windmills
were recorded live in the studio rather
The band is also considering
~ each instrument being Noordeclas ... -r~~~GQ c;>f, ~des ~:
asmgle fra(:k and ~rdater' mbt'.ed. <c. '-- 'OtJ1:s from the Dulcinea sessiON: ti I
"We did it in the middle of the night,
Of 30 songs recorded, 12 made
between 9 p.m. and 3 a.m.," Dinning
the final cut.
said. "The whole record was made by
"I think we'd have to get past
candles and lava lamps and stuff. We just "Acoustic Dance Party" (above)
set the environment and played."
and Dulcinea are the two latest releas·
Dinning and the rest of the band con- es by Toad the Wet Sprocket.

Anything from that multi-million selling album carries so much baggage, quality material or not, that Springsteen was
wise to limit contributions off "U.S.A." to
just four. Of those, "My Hometewn," a
Sentimental, ·yet' bleak song· about the
decline of industrial America into 'a fC>f,!·
gotten rust belt is the best.
After that, Springsteen includes one
track each from his last three studio
albums, showing quite clearly that he,
while maybe not losing his earlier passion, has moved into ne\11 territory. In the

three tracks. "Brilliant Disguise."
"Hwnan Touch" and "Better Days," listeners move through perhaps the most
personal aspects of last 10 years of
Springsteen's love life, his divorce and
marriage.
Thrown in is "M~er Incorporated,"
a startlingly timely track whose mere
inclusion of the "Born in the U.S.A.,"
the album for which it was originally
recorded, woukl have made the record
bleaker indeed.
The entire List, if not completely
expected, still provides a showing
glimpse into the career of a man who is
clearly one of this county's incisive artists.
There will never be another "Nebraska," perhaps Springsteen's creative
peak, or another "Born in the U.S.A.,"
his popular peak, but the album shows
Springsteen has kept his songwriting and
performing lamp burning.
Springsteen may not matter as much
as he used to, but his greatest hits is a
clear reminder the some of the best parts
of Springsteen's career that lie behind.

Singer spo
BY NATALIE GOIT
Songwriter- and . storyt~ Jack G
INc!S- sifl9inS' befurerhe-~ :"mom-

ex

..outof hismouth,
' - ·
"Singing comes natural to me," said
direct descendent of Blackfeet Indian chief
was singing before I couki talk, really."
Gladstone will be performing_ at 8 p.m.
University Ballroom of the Martin Luther
versity Union. Admission is $1 for sttdem
the general public.
Gladstone began his music career
attending the University of Washingt
scholarship. He launched his, full-time
in 1987, and has opened for Bonnie
Taylor and Garrison Keillor. He was no

Acoustic r
Acoustic rock artist Jamie Notarth

will be performing at 9 p.m. in the Ra
lar of the Martin Luther King Jr. U ·
Union. Admission is $1 for students and
for the general public.
According to a press relea
Notarthomas' songs are known for
provocative lyrics and collective musl
styles. He performs songs from E.lvis
lo, Tracy Chapman, U2 and Bruce S
steen.
Performing soley with with a guitar and
occasional 'harmonica, Notarthomas,
uses his voice to to capture the spirit
James Taylor. His own lyrics tell o

Hootie
just
blo-ws
BY J.A. WINDERS

Beyond its name, Hootie and the Blowfish is
nothing new.
Forget the fact "Cracked Rear View" is the
band's first major-label release. Forget the fact
late-night icon and CBS cash cow David Letterman called Hootie his "favorite new band."
Forget the fact Rolling Stone magazine
stamped the band as "a thrilling new discovery."
Beyond incorporating the word "Hootie"
into the American musical vernacular, this band
offers little that can be remotely considered
new.
In fact, if songs warranted freshness dating
like milk, meat and Pepsi, no one would have
~bol).ght fh'e musically and lyrically stale
"Cracked."
In recent years, this album's sound has actually been released urxier several different titles most recently the equally vacant "August and
Everything After" by Coi.mting Crows. (Both
Hootie and Crows are responsible for bringing
the chorus "Sha, la, la, la" back to the musical
forefront. Now that's lyrical genius on the par
of "Land of 10,000 Dances.")
Each of the 11 songs on "Cracked" tackles
only one of two themes - love lost/desired and
brotherhood. What results from this narrow
vision is quite tiresome -literally.
Hootie has musically manufactured the next
best thing to cherry-flavored NyQuil. Having
trouble sleeping? Can't shake that touch of the

Hootie and the Blowfish, (above) will be performing at 8 p.m. Saturday in Lantz Gymnasium. Their major-label
debut, "Cracked Rear View" (right) is currently in the Bill·

board magazine top 10.

one of which is voice of lead singer Darius everyone loves a
Rucker.
"why can't we all
His is the voice of a non-smoking blues man. get along" .a nthem.'
Its rich, velvet textures fill the album with an
In fact, thete
impressive, haunting quality. Too bad he really
aren't
doesn'.t have anything to sing about beyond enough
bands
inane, trite and downright dull subjects.
around to tell
The highlight of this albwn is a 3Q-second, everyone what the world would be like if we all
uncredited final track on which Rucker sings a loved one another. In Hootie's perfect'world, if
single verse of "Motherless Chiki" a cappella. it's like the creative process of this albwn, there
The true energy of the frontman shows itself in would be little original thought or creativity.
a most enjoyable fashion.
Everyone would just adapt their sound by stealFor half of a minute, the listener is suspend- ing it from other artist.
ed by the sound of this welcome ballad.
What a great world it could be.
But no sooner than it begins, it is over, and
Perhaps much of the blame for this album's
this lone track stands as the only departure lack of freshness falls into the hands of Don
from the mundane that Rucker's voice is albt- Gehman, the album's producer.
ted.
In the past, Gehman has produced such
No matter the gra~and ~le~ef thit,~ ~ as~,.JQM Me~'.'tru~
iJl.\l?. ~h~µndin~,s<:>rot:l(Hhat !he ~B2 ~ J!all-'mJriule' track~~ t&ihe ~. if"~t Htinsby,..ahtrtfie...~e. Wfreti takirt~Fi'ootie
bOrs complain about the noise?
suspend the lyrical void of the first 45 minutes from their South Carolina roots into his L.A.
Try firing up "Cracked" on the home hi-fi. It of the album.
stable, Gehman must have believed he had
just has a way of making people tired.
The albwn's first single - the mildly annoy- songwriters on the caliber of his earlier three
With enough black coffee and speed, the ing "Hold My Hand" - is a call for together- clients.
average listener can plow through the entire ness; essentially a contemporary "We are the
But from listening to "Cracked," he was
albwn and discover a handful of positive notes, World" sans Kenny Rogers and Company. And obviously wrong.

ts Native American culture, history in show
In the second part of his ~. Gladstone focuses on the
historical aspect of Native Americans, recounting the
Battle of Little Big Horn. N~ he performs a series of
£ombil:Jesr~"compa;itk:!n$, ~~ c~cter portraits ·featurins Western artist Charlie Ruscal poetry; namrtion and a slide· pro- sel, Indian athlete Jim Thorpe and Gladstone's own
duction, Gladstone relays to the audi- grandmother, who was the daughter of the Red Crow
ence the legends, lore and experi- Olief.
Gladstone ends his performance with a song called the
ences of Native Americans.
He begins his performance, "Circle of Life," an earth-honoring anthem unrelated to
~_.L...... which he entitles the "Cude of Life," Eton John and Tun Rice's treacly 1994 hit.
"Each one of us is taking a 70-80 year detour from
William
with three songs about the relationGladstone
ship shared with the earth, plants the~ eternity," C'..ladstme said of the song. "We
have the opportunity to gather and be one with the creand animals.
"The animals were elder brother and sisters," Glad- ator.
"There is a real hunger for people to identify with perstone said. "lhey were put here before people. Human
beings are the newest developed major species on tinent human experience on this land. The longest
earth."
human experience has been that of our Native Amerithe top acts for 1993 by the National Association for Campus Activities.
In his four:~jiei: routine, which

can. "
., •
.1.( ! ~ ~
t
_ ., f >J3 ....,
The perlbrmamie i:; m~t~'.tnfoJ.'Ul, .~ ~
inspire pec)p1e about the Native American culture; Gladstone said.
"There is a certain romance quality to the culture,"
Gladstone said. "There is a New Age element now. But it
is important to recognize what the principals, the common denominators and the aspects of the Native Americans. It stimulates the imagination."
Everything in the show is ptiginal,. G4ld~tone said.
Using visuals sets the she>Ws apart- and. gives.:~~"
members an Image to re.late the information.
.,..., ~ "I want to unify," Gladstone said. "There are far too
many performers who put down the audience. People
don't need to be hammered on. We have to learn together from the past so we don't make mistakes from the
past."
.l

• U· • ... I"

singer, humorist set to perform in Union
involvement and passion
of organizations such as
Greenpeace, Recycle
First, the Hopi Indians
and Pax Christi.
• Lance Brown, known
for his nationwide oneman show and labor of
love "A Tribute to Will
Rogers," will be performing at 9 p.m. Saturday in
music, illustrations, sing-along
llMI visual aids, Brown will take his

audience on a satirical journey through time.
He spouts off about subjects ranging from
Big Band to evolution. Through his guitar
and vocal stylings, Brown manages to mutilate songs about square dancers, the Nuclear
Age and nerdamites. He also attacks the first
one-celled animals, arrogant dinosaurs,
Roman consumer advocates and Leonaro di
Vinci's mother.
Brown worked with his collaborator, Steve
Wellman, to create a script that will make
people think about life in a comical manner.
According to a press release, Brown reali7.es that it is futile to completely cover the
extent of hwnan folly, but he tries. "It beats

getting a real job."
The Multi Cultural Student Union will host
its first Unions United Party from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. in the Grand Ballroom. Admission is $2
for students.
Dave Shields, who has deejayed several
hip hop nights in the Dungeon, will MC. He
will be playing music for everyone, including
reggae, rock, rap, jazz.
The dance was planned to bring all students together for one night and as a finale
to Cultural Awareness Week.
• Singer-songwriter Pat McCurdy, who is

known for his unusual off-beat sense Qf
humor, will be performing at 8 p.m. in the
Rathskellar Wednesday.
The Milwaukee native, who began his solo
career six years ago, puts hysterical observations on life, love and vacation with mom and
dad to music. He blends his original tunes
with television theme songs and current top
40 hits to make the audience laugh. He ak>
relies a lot on audience participation, depeOOing on song requests.
He has performed with the B-52s, Cheap
Trick, R.E.M., Foreigner and the Kinks.
McCurdy tours weekly through Chicago,
Madison Wis. and Minneapolis. He also tours

The Daily Eastern
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Save Money on your AUTO or
MOTORCYCLE insurance. Don't
Wait! Call BILL HALL at 345-7023
or stop by HALL INSURANCE
1010 East Lincoln.

Iftt)flt~t;W
~·
Eastern
News is subject
to approval and may be
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The Daily Eastern
News assumes no liability if for any reason it
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Education majors needed to
nanny for six children in
Effingham. Two positions available. Summer evenings approximately 20 hours, summer weekends, approximately 20 hours.
Must have experience with children and be able to plan activities
for various ages. Only serious
need apply. 342-2131 ext. 101 or
234-4937 and leave message.
3131
CAM--p~QOU-~N-S-E-LO_R_S_w_an--'ted for

HELP WANTED: CAMP NEW
HOPE IS NOW LOOKING FOR
MALE AND FEMALE NIGHT
COUNSELORS FOR THEIR
SUMMER PROGRAM. THE
SUMMER SEASON RUNS,
JUNE, JULY AND AUGUST. IF
INTERESTED OR HAVE QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL CAMP
HEW HOPE- 895-2341. (MON.FRI.).

--------=_.3124

The Coalltron Against Domestic
Violence will train individuals
interested in staffing our hotline.
Volunteer training begins March
24th. Call the CADV for more
information 348-5931.

private Michigan boys/girts summer
-camps. Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, waterskiing, gymnastics, riflery, archery, tennis, golf,
sports, computers, camping, crafts,
dramatics, OR riding. Also kitchen,
office, maintenance. Salary $2100
or more plus R & B. Camp
LWC/GWC, 1765 Maple, Nfld., IL
60093. 708-446-2444.

s""T""'"u-=-D......
E.,...N......
T-=-s-=N"'"'E--E=D""E
__D
__l,..,.,N-;ational
Parks are now hiring seasonal &
full-time. Forestry workers, park
rangers, firefighters, lifeguards, +
more. Excellent benefits + bonuses! Call: 1-206-545-4804 ext.
N57385.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4119

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Travel
the wortd while earning an excellent income in the Cruise Ship &
Land-Tour Industry. Seasonal &
full-time employment available.
No exp necessary. For info. call
1-206-634-0468
ext._
C57385.
______
_ _,3128
Pizza maker wanted part time,
apply in person after 4 PM,
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.

516

A-LA_S
__K..,.A,,-_,S,..,.U_M_Mc-=E-=-R_,E__M~P,.-:LOY-

CJL..l.ililIFIED

DIBECJTORI
liibRTIUM OFFERED
~

TIH.VEL

MENT! EARN THOUSANDS
THIS SUMMER IN CANNERIES,
PROCESSORS,
ETC.
MALE/FEMALE.
ROOM/BOARD/TRAVEL OFTEN
PROVIDED! GUIDE. GUARANTEED SUCCESS! (919)929-4398
extA1060.

414

TiuEmw.fi/llcJIOOLW ,
HELP llfilTED
llfA.NTED

A_A_C_R,...U--IS-E,....-S_H_IP=-s=--H-1....,R~INGI

EARN BIG $$$ + FREE WORLD
TRAVEL (CARIBBEAN, EUROPE,
HAWAII, ETC.) SUMMER/PERMANENT, NO EXPER. NEC. GUIDE.
(919)929-4398 ext E1060

..l..DoPl'ION

Rm•IRIDEIUI

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _414

RooMJU.TEll

l!IIJBLEllllOIUI
FoBRENT
Foal!IALE
Lowr 4? Fo1JND
DNOIJN()E.ME1Y111

3124

Career Opp. for PT Phys. Re-hab
Aide for the 3-11 shift and available for weekends. Day lime hrs.
on weekends possible. Must be
organ. & dependable. Exper. prefer. but will train the right person.
Apply in person at 738 18th
Stre~t. Charleston, IL. EOE.

...---~~~--~~fit'B

----------4'7

College students 18 and over
who wants to earn excellent
income on part time basis.
Male/female call 849-3458 or
write P.O. Box 220, Toledo, IL
62468.

3121

-N-AP--E=R=v-1L"""L-=E"'"'l,,_L..,..M"."":~:"."":".":~"".'"
- ---~COMPANY seeking to fill 30-40 i:>ositions for mover's helpers. Lots of
overtime. $5,000 for summer possible. Please call 708-717-6959.
Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3131·

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS AT
LOCAL FAMILY INSURANCE
AGENCY. UP TO SIX CREDIT
HOURS AVAILABLE. CALL NOW
345-9181.

Wanted: Renter for 95-96 School
year in beautiful 7th St. apt. 2
brm, fireplace. Contact Sarah at
581-2146.

1 sublessor needed for summer.
3 bedrooms, fully furnished, own
room. Call 345-1520 for details.

--------~3131

Roommates needed for Fall and
Spring semester. Rooms available for summer. Ask for Lisa
348-5947.

----~---~·3129

Summer sublessor needed fQI"
one bedroom apt. close to campus. Rent negotiable. Call 3453559.

SUMMER JOBS- must be
enthusiastic, creative, and
responsible I
Charleston
Recreation Dept. Is now accepting applications for the following
positions: day camp counselors,
lifeguards, Instructors for
preschool, baton/pom-pon,
gymnastics. Apply at 520
Jackson
floor.
_ _ _Ave.,
_ _2nd
__
_ _3128

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _414

Male Roommate needed for 9596 school year, $200 mo +dep.,
call
Kevin,
345-6117.
__
__
_ _ _ _ _.3128

Now hiring bartenders & kitchen
staff for Spring and Summer.
Apply in person at Stix, 1412 4th

St.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3131

Wanted part time help with desk
top publishing skills. Must be current in pagemaker or Quark. Call
348-1832.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3124

Wanted: female bartender, weekends, 21+, excellent pay. Must be
outgoing, no exp. needed. Apply
within. Friendly Inn, Ashmore.

------:-~--3/31

Summer jobs. Exterior house
painters wanted In Chicagoland
area. $7-1 O per hour. 40 hour
work week. Training will be provided. Campus Corps Painters
(708)971-15n.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4112

I WAITED TOO LONG!! ANYONE
WHO HAS EXTRA CONCERT
TIXS PLEASE CALL $$. Michelle
581-5604. Lv Message.

LICENSED MASS. ADOPTION
AGENCY HELPING THOSE
CONSIDERING AN ADOPTIVE
PLACEMENT. Legal, confidential.
Allowable ex_ID:!nses ,eaid. Call

800-333~~4'

toi. Ydol11 t"14m'la{

lion.
_ _ _ _ _ _, _ _3120-24
LOVING CATHOLIC FAMILY
EAGER TO PROVIDE LOVE,
TRAVEL, FINANCIAL SECURITY AND BEAUTIFUL NEW
HOME
FOR
NEWBORN.
Registered nurse mom/computer Program Designer Dad.
Married 12 years. Private and
confidential.
Please
call
Hank/Elaine at 1-800-493-BABY
(2229) or our attorney, Theresa,
309-692-1087, anytime.

--------~3121-

S u blessors needed for Sumrntte
1995 at Park Place Apartments.
Call Kathy or Courtney 3481685.

-----~~-,--c:--3'2&

1-2 sublessors needed for sum·
mer. Loft Apt. on the square.
Cheap! 581-3301.

----~---~3129

SUMMER CAMP FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS WHO ARE
SEVERE AND EDUCABLE
MENTALLY HANDICAPPED
NEEDS
CARING
AND
RESPONSIBLE VOLUNTEER
STAFF, COUNSELORS AND
NIGHT SECURITY. Residential
Camp sessions run from July 915 and/or July 16-21, in
Yorkville, IL six miles SW of
Aurora. All sleeping and eating
arrangements are provided for
and immediate response is
needed to save camp. Activities
include: swimming, fishing,
bo1ting, drama, &(ts and cnJls.
music/dance. OaU Tol'I Free -<t
(800) 323-7265 or, on campus,
call Tim at 345-1358.

Hey Guys, Need a Job? We need
HELP! We are looking for a few
strong guys to be landscapers &
help at our nursery. Must have
transportation & be available for
spring & summer. Apply at Four
Seasons Garden Center, South
4th St., Charleston or 312 N.
Logan, Mattoon. 345-3613.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3123

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3124

Sublessors Needed: Stay Cool
this summer! Duplex apartment
Available for 2-3 people. A.C., 2
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths and patio
great for grilling out! Pets
allowed. Call Stacy or Michelle at
345-1618.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3124

ATRIUM
SUMMER
SUBLESSORS(S).
INDOOR
POOUHOT TUB. OWN ROOM.
$300 FOR SUMMER. CALL
MIKE/CHRIS 345-5252.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3128
-tt•· -:Summer- '95

Park Ptace

Nicely~PW-'11•~•~j..ow

Utilities and great location. Call
348-5223.

CHEAP RENTI Jacuzzi, pool,
weights at Atrium apts. 3 people
needed for summer. Call 3480026.

3131

""s-ub-le_ss_or_ne_e_d,....ed....,.-::F:-emale-.,--need-

ed to share apt. with female, own
bedroom with air- May, June, July
$225.00/Neg. 4 blocks from campus- NICE PLACE. Call Becky348-6361.

_________:w31

Summer sublessor needed. Alt
conditioned, 1 bedroom apartment. Clo•'.10 campus. Security
b!Mldi119 v.fligh ,jng~es laundry
facillties. -IA~s~l'l8blet1rent. Call
348-1728.

EIU RUGBY GAME at 1pm on Saturday at "the Pitch." EIU vs. SLU.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Sunday morning Worship
Service at 10:30am at the Christian Campus House, 2231 S. 4th St.
Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Signature Party at 6:30pm on March 26 at
Grinders. Corne meet the Pledges!
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Animal Hospital Visit at 7:45am on March 25.
Meet at The Rock.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Pledge meeting at 8pm on March 26 in the
Oakland Room, MLK Union.
WOMEN'S STUDIES COUNCIL "Amasong Concert" at 8pm in 120
Coleman Auditorium.
DELTA SIGMA THETA "Mother's Appreciation Dinner" at 6pm on
Sunday in the African American...S:wtural Center.
DELTA SIGMA THETA Post~ Break Party from 10-2 Fridllyin the
University Ballroom, MLK Union.
DELTA SIGMA THETA "Alternative Freak-Nie" beginning at 3pm on
Saturday at the campus pond. Food Provided .
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Weekend Masses at 11am & 4:30pm
on Sunday in 120 Coleman Auditorium.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit camous oraanizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Dally Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No dips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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9:30
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USA-26

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9 51

SportsCenter
NHL Hockey

Wmgs
Wings

Low Connection
Jeffersons

MacNell, Lehrer

Designing Women
Designing Women

Roseanne
Rose'ann&-

Beyond 2000
Next·Slep,

Carmen Sandlego
BH!Nye.

Family Matters
Boy Meets World

Murder, She Wrote

Movie: Night
Crossing

Washington Week
Wall St. Week

Barbara Walters

From )he

Shipwrecks
Pirates

Little House on
the Prairie

Under Suspicion

Step by Step
Mr. Cooper

Movie:Nightmare

Wagner Gala

Movie:The Children
of T1111e Square

X-files

Spirit of Survival
Fields of Armor

St Elsewhere

Picket Fences

20/20

Star Trek: The
Next Generation

Hunters

News
MCLaughlin Group

Cops

Shipwrecks
Pirates

News

Cops

Entmt. Tonight

Unsolved Myst.

Diagnosis Murder

Dateline NBC
Homicide: Life on
News
R;L&!Ol~~

SlTUADAY.
P.M. WTW0-2
6:00 Wheel of Fortune
6:30 Hoosier Million..
7:00 Empty Nest
Mommies
7:
8:00 Sweet Justice
8:30
9:00 Sisters
9:30
10:00 News
10:30 Sat Night L.iY9

w

ESPN-24

Wheel of Fortune

News
Davia (10:35)

D-7 17

'News
Wheel of Fortune

News
Married •.. (10:35)

News

SportsCenter

Ouckman
Sports Illustrated

Night Court
Simon & Simon

Movie:

Designing Women
Designing Women

'

ciYPI

Cops

.•• Boss? (6:05)
' .. ,Boss? (6:35)
Movie:Thunderbal

Movie:You only
L.iY9 Twice

Sneak Pll!Yiews
Movie:

~-

MAACK
WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA·26

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

UF-40

Fox-8 55

DSC.33

News
M'A'S'H

News
Wheel of Fortune

Sports Center
TBA

Wings
WlllQS

Save By The Bell
Movie:

Lawrence Welk

MovieFatal
Memories

Star Trek: Next
Generation

World of Discovery Women and Social
Action

College Basketball

Movie:

Cops
Cops

Space Shuttle

Murder She,
Wrote

'

l'U Fly Away

Movie:

Movie:

Name of Low
Girls Ni ht Out

America's Most
Wanted

Walker, Texas Ranger Commlsh
News
Current Allair

News
The Road

WEIU-9 51

TBS-18
VI<:# wr--.g COit

Movie:
American Cinema

Justice Files

SportsCenler

Wings
Wings

Oooh La La
nsolved Myst.

News

m

ryp!

pace

e

From the Crypt

Movie:

Basketball

M&f«Cfl:

DAY
P.M. WTW0-2
6:00 Earth2
6:30
7:00 SeaOuest DSV
7:30
8:00 Movie:
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00 News
10:30 Inside

TBS-18

WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA·26

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9 51

TBS-18

60 Minutes

Funniest Videos
On Our Own

Sports Center

Weird Science
Duckman

Hercules

Ghostwriter

Movie cont.
Movie:

Simpson
Get Smart

Nature of Things

Pickin' for Mel1e
Health Chronicles

Movie:

Murder, She Wrote

Lois&Clark

NHL Hockey •

Movie:

Vanishing Son

Nature

Simpsons
House ol Buggin'

Wildlife
In Care of Nature

Fimg Liie
John Mclaughlin

Movie:

Movie:

Tekwar

Highlander

Masterpiece Theater

Married...

Living wUl Bears
Great and Small

Small Business Today
EIU Connection

SitkStaldngs

News

SportsCenter
News

News

Silk Stalkings

Replay (9:40)

All Ctoatutos Gt9at and Smal

Night Court
Lifestyles. ..

Mystery!

Intimate Trace

Babyton5

Bartiara Walters
Interviews

Kung Fu: The Legend
Continues

Lynch's Colloquium
Wildlife
In Care of Nature

&lcoeAfulHomeVilleo

Basketball

Network Earth
TBA

IFIED bf EBTiiIIW
Nice-close to campus furnished
houses for 1995-96 school year.
12 month lease, $195/mo. Call
345-3148 evenings.

511

.,...-,..i.-a-=ai-ng-.-1:-::9:c::9-=5-::_9:c::6-s-c7hool
year. Two-bedroom furnished
apartments. McArthur Manor
IHrtment, 913-917 Fourth St.
"5-2231 Monday-Friday, 8-5.

.,..~-:---:---=--.,..---511

btdrooms for 3 or 4 people
avail. Fall '95. Furnished, dishwaeher, garbage disposal, laun!l,.facilities. CaH 345-2363.

5/1

ft----f::-o-r--:-4-::-5:--s-:t-ud-=-e--'n ts.
Furnished. Close to EIU. No pets.
~1. Leave message.

1994 Trek 920, many features,
Forest Green, less than 15 mi.
$400. 345-3128.
--------~3124
ADULT GREEN IGUANA VERY
HEALTHY NEEDS LOVE &
GOOD HOME- $50 OIBIO. 5813122.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3124

ATTENTION: ALL DELTA SIGMA
Pl MEMBERS JOKE'S ON YOU.
WHOEVER HEARD OF A
PLEDGE DANCE ON FRIDAY.
GOTCHA! DATE TO BE
ANNOUNCED STAY TUNED
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
GLADSON'S
GANGSTERS.
_ ____
__ ___:3124

Waterbed, super-single, good
condition, supplies included.
$75.00. Call 345-9431.
--------~3124
Columbia 10 speed racing bike.
Good condition. Well maintained.
$90/0BO.

Delta Zeta Informational
PARTY... Tuesday at 6:30 .•.
Greek Court ... For rides and info
call Teresa at 6836 or Stacey at
6865.
,..---=---,,,..,..,-----,-=-~3128
LADIES, LADIES, LADIES! Are
you prepared for DELT WAKE-UP
95? Don't forget your penniesthe
DELTS.
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _3124

P!!...,.,,....,...,,.--,-,---.,---::--=--'511

"16 Nice House for 3-5 girls

near EIU. Furnished. 348-8406.

511

rl"'~--:4-::Bed:--:room
---=-h-ou-se--:,Low
. Free Laundry & parking.

PETS ALLOWED! Jackie/Deb
581-8016.
3124
~iliidR>Om-,----:D=-u-p.,..la-x.-1--7_1.,..8_1_oth. for
95-96 school year. Burt & Burt
Enterprises. Call 232-4466 for
l!JIPOintmanl. This is a local call.
3131
'"illim..,.....-and__,,.-ex-e-l'7C' IS8
- y-ea-r...,.'ro-un°d- 3
Bedroom Apartment at the
Atrium- only a few left for 95-96
Yr. Call Unique Homes 345-5022.
ca3/8-10,22-4,29-31
ii)
.._R_S_U_M--'MER- ONE BEDROOM UNFURNISHED APTNtCE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
LOW UTILITIES- $325/MONTH.
CALL 348-5575.
......------:----:-31.10,20-4
r, 5 bedroom house 314
, 3 bedroom house 1806
11th, 2 bedroom apartment. 348-

5032.
,,,---,--,----,--,----:--4/14
Two and three-bedroom houses
for Fall 95-96. All dose to cam.~:'· 345-3554.
=--=--=---=-----,-..,---.,,.3124
'IWC>Ouiat Renters for nice 2BDR
apt. between EIU and Wal-Mart.
Part furn. $265.00 each inclu
water, elac., trash, cable, 12
month lease Dep. and ref. req.

~t~ . . h ~-or1

p•u·' v•w-i .,.B"1("'

,......._ _ __ _ _ _ _3124
OM or two bedroom apartment
available. Close to campus, one
to four people. 345-6533.

----------'413
House to .rant 3-4 Bdrms, pool
tabla,
10
month
lease,
$150/month near campus. 3452306.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/'30

Av,!liL June 2 BR_fum apts. 1 yr
Jease. NO PETS. Water/Trash
ind. 947 4th St. 348-7746 . .

---~~------·511

HOuse for 5 girls Window A.C.
lltd W&sher & Dryer. 1O month
lease $150 each. 345-9670.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3127
Avail. June/Aug. 2 BR unf. apts.
1.0 or 12 mo. lease. NO PETS.
water/Trash incl. 947 4th St. 348-

n46.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/1

lliedroom fumiahed Houae tor 31
1'mt lease $230.00 each, 12
mth 195.00 Each, 2 Blocks Old
Main 345-7181 after 5:00.
3124

s=u~M-M-,.-ER-,--O~N-L_Y_.~T~W-O_B.ED-

ROOM HOUSE 1-022, 2nd Street.
Close to campus. Call 348-5032.
4114
"
3'ir 4 Bedroom House for Nellt
School Year. Also 2 BR Apt.
CALL 345-5728.

ala Road Bike $150 fast,
tweight excellent cond. 3453.
~
~...--------.,..-~312.7
Extreme Min . Bike 20 in.
Excellent cond. $425. 345-9593.
.
3127
SALE: .~ny 10 Oise Audio
player with remote. Call 345-

!

Hiio

2'$5.

FOUND: B~own banded watch
(before Spring Break). Call 3018
to identify.

3125
Taken, Power Jir ball from
Human Per. Lab in Lantz.
Needed for completion of Thesis
research. Return to Student Rae
Center or Phys Ed Dept, no questions asked.

SPRING SPECIALS ON EAST
SIDE PACKAGE. MICHELOB,
MICHELOB LT 6 BOTTLES 3.69.
OLD STYLE, LT 24 RETURNABLES 7.99 + DEPOSIT.
BOONES ASSORTED FL~
VORED WINES 1.99. KEYSTONE LIGHT 12 PK 4.39.
ASSORTED KEGS IN STOCK.
DRIVE UP TO SERVICE AT
EAST SIDE PACKAGE RT.130
AT JACKSON AVE. 345-5722.

RUSS FRIEDEWALD: Thanks so
much for the cookiesll We love
youl Love, the Ladies of TRISIGMA.
----------'3124
LADIES OF ALPHA SIGMA TAU
get ready for 4:00 club with the
DELTS.
--------~3124
Mr. Try Hardest, Here's a thought
for the day: A gh1 wiU never respect
a guy after they have-WiHingly massaged their foot- Anytime she
wants him to! Ha! B. Y.B.
.,,----=------~3124
Come see EIU RUGBY take on
SLU Saturday at 1:00 in front of
the pond.
-~----------~3124
Irene: Do you take Discover?
Why are my Pants wet? We had
a great time! Love the Girls.
--------~3124
JEANNETTE: MY STOMACH
ITCHES, COULD IT BE A
SHANKER? WATCH OUT FOR
THOSE JELLY FISHY'SI LOVE,
M&M.
--------~3124
Delta zetas and Dates- Get excited for a great time Saturday
Night! It'll be awesome.

"GRATEFUL DEAD" TRIBUTE
BAND AT TED'S TONITE "KING
ORANGE" FROM PEORIA .
REDUCED
ADMISSION
COUPON IN TED'S AD.

Greg- Happy Birthday to the most
dedicated student at EIU!! Your
ex-chem pal. P.S. Itchy misses
you.

----------...,..----,~3124

BRETT, Your the dreamlutJ
Thanks for all your help &
advice with Greek Sing! We luv
ya dude! Love your Alpha girls.

Sigma Phi Epsilon lnfonnal Rush
this Saturday at noon. Come
enjoy some Barbequed food and
meet the guys. For more Info or
questions Call Craig at 581-2718.

--------~3124

HEY ALPHAS, ONLY 1 WEEK
LEFT UNTIL GREEK WEEK!
Keep up the good spirits it will
be a fun week & all our hard
work will pay off!
~---------~3124
CHICA CHICA: Get ready for
tomorrow night baby! Let's get
intoxicated!
3124
s-=-K""'A..,..N-D---IN_A_V.,-IS..,.K..,.....,.K:-A-=F=F"°E"'TIME
HVER FREDAG KL. 15.30 TIL
17.00 PA MONROE STREET
CAFE. VI SEES!
_ _ _ _ _ _3124,414, 11,18
To my Panama Hootchia
Friends: a 2 Smokey treat
salute "Whoo ... Whool" Hey try
not to get caught in that BUSHll
Love- Sammy.

--------~~

-------------:V.Z4

Alpha PEARLS; you are all
awesome sisters! Keep up ,,otll'
enthusiastic spirit. Remember
your always in our hearts! Love
your Alpha sisters.

_____________..312>4

Go TAUS Alrbandl You look
GREAT! Keep up the hard world

31'24

G-.,,-R~AT~E-F_U_L_D_E_A_D_T_R_l__,BUTE

BAND AT TED'S TONITE. "KING
ORANGE" FROM PEORIA.
REDUCED
ADMISSION
COUPON IN TED'S AD.

--------~3124

Watch me dance and l'D ~ olf
my pants. My moves are on fire
and I'm for hire. Characters for
Hire. 348-8498.
......,...___~ca3124,31,4/7' 14,21,28
DON'T FORGET TO PICK UP
YOUR 1994 WARBLERS!!

3124

Calvin and Hobbes
Are you searching for a job? Get
a great looking resume at Copy
Express. MLK, Jr. Univ. UnionRoom 202- 581-3820.
----------'3124
PINK PANTHER TRYOUTS
March 21-23 6-10 P.M. Lantz
Gym.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3124
Joey's: Sandwiches made with
our Homemade Bread and Buns;
DELIVERED VERY, VERY,
VERY, VERY FAST: DELICIOUS!!
JOEY'S: REMEMBER, YOUR
DAD WANTS YOU TO EAT AT
JOEY'S. (WE DELIVER BEEFNOT GREASE) 345-2466.
3127
Cheap, Cheap, Cheap and we do
all the wol1c. Copy Express, MLK,
Jr. l,J~ni,y ~o,i~!].: Arn. .~~~· ~~1-

~ teC''i

,...._,.'! ~f
J~
3124

r

TOKENS BIG FILM PROCESSING SALE ON NOW! $1 .00 OFF
AND A FREE 5 X 7 ENLARGEMENT WITH EACH ROLL. YOU
SAVE $3.40 PER ROLL! NO
LIMIT/NO COUPONS. SALE ·
ENDS SATURDAY!
--------~3124
EIU LSAT prep course begins
Thursday night March 28 Room
21 O CH at 7:00 pm. Applications
for the course will be at the Wed.
meetings Room 210 CH 4;00pm
or contact Larry at 345-9128 or
Steve at 348-13.81. Get your
applications as soon as possible.
Don't waste this opportunity to
better your-future. Thanks.
-----------'3130
The Friendly Inn, Ashmore (8 ml.
E. of Charleston) 1st-annual~
wrestling-Contest Friday March
24. 21 to enter- Never a cover,
7pm sign-in (anyone wrestles).
!"rizes, !~hies awarded.
------------'3124
ATTENTION SENIORS!- IT"S
NOT TOO LATE TO ORDER
PERSONALIZED GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AT
TOKENS. GREAT LOW PRICE
AND SHIPP~D DIRECTLY TO
YOU IN SEVEN DAYS. SEE
SAMPLES AT TOKENS!
----,-----~415
Working with a college student's
budget? Then Copy Express is
the place for you. 581-3820- Rm
202 MLK, Jr. Univ. Union.
3124
-DE_L.:_:f§,.__.lt'-s-t-ime
....._t_o_W_AK_E--U-P. the
Campus! Let's get ready for an
awesome week.- Uncle Bob.

'
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GRATEFUL bEAO TRIBUTE
BAND AT TED'S TONITE. "KING
ORANGE" FROM PEORIA.
REDUCED
ADMISSION
COUPON IN TED'S AD.

EVERYONE NEEDS

MORE
MONEY!
Right?
SO... why not .sell your unwanted items in
The Dally Eastern News Classifted Section!

by Bill Watterson
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Doonesbury

27 Bronze place
nBobby's
1 Toasty
follower?
1 Pack in
30 Stepped-up
t Almanac tidbit
pace
13 "Heat of the
31 Sty chow
Moment" rock
35 Praytor a
group
miracle
14 Used high
beams, perhaps 38 Ascorbic acld,
for one
15Stern
us Item in a giblets 39 Kachina doll
makers
pacl<age
40 Hands up the
17Engine
ball
sparkers
41 In other words
11Aimless
43Cicero's
19 Run off
birthplace
22 Came to the
44 Mercury, e.g.
rescue
47 Northern
23The
Breadbasket of
abodes: Var.
America
41 Statue outside
24 P$eudopodal.
Three Rivers
organisms
Stadium

14 Initials on old
meeting halls
ss Industrialist
Schindler
H Resort near
Copper
Mountain
57 "Whip It" band
. . choice
•
H Swidance Kid's
girl
80 Giver of regards
81 Lavish affection
UTimetora
whistle

DOWN
1 Shortage
2 Offshore
3 Basketball's
--Barry
4 Waste no time
in traveling to
s Ravel's
"Daphnls et
~

•Vacation
purchase
7 C~leate being
a U.S. Army gear
eJohnGlenn
capsule
10 Yellow-fever
mosquito
11 Arum Illy
12 Headlock?
t4 Bone china
~-=+=+="!'1 2.0 Bit of regalia
~~~"!'1 21 Cynical laugh
syllable
24 "As Long-~;:;;.L,;..a;.;"'
Needs Me"
("Olive~!" song)

54
57
60

as Gaze dreamily
:nFair
28 Hagar's
daughter, in the
comics
30 Kit Carson
Home site
32 Enemy of Thor
33 Dentist's
command
34 Eight reals,
once
36 Isolated, in a
way

37 Recite in a
monotone
42 Essen article
43With ears
pricked
44 Hubris
45 Sarge's
superior
48 In excess of

48 French dessert
so Where the
Starting sits
st Its HQ is in
Brussels
52 Mozart opera
"La Clemenza
di--"
53Panache

HANKS SCHOLARSHIP
The Jim and Bess Townsend
Hanks Scholarship applications are now available in 112
Lumpkin Hall for students
majoring in Accountancy and
Finance. Preference will be
given to studehts considering
a career in insµrance. Application deadline is Aprll 3,
1995.
Kathy Bennett,
Assistant to Dean
Lumpkin College of Business
and Applied Sciences

Gover/Clifford Fagan Scholarship. To be eligible, a student
must: (1) be a business
n:iajor in good academic
standing; (2) be enrolled fulltime; and (3) show evidence
of financial need, hardship, or
other underprivileged status.
Application deadline is April
3, 1995. See Pat Hill in 307
Lumpkin Hall for more details.
Kathy Bennett,
Assistant to Dean
Lumpkin College of Business
and Applied Sciences

Applications are available in
112 Lumpkin Hall.
Kathy Bennett,
Assistant to Dean
Lumpkin College of Business
and Applied Sciences
FINAL DROP DEADLINE
The final deadline for dropping a class or withdrawing
from the University is MONDAY, MARCH 27. The student will receive either a
"WP" or a "WP at the discretion of the instructor of the
class. Be sure to call in on
the Touch-Tone system at
least 15 minutes before closing time.
Michael D:Jaylor
Director of Registration

BRIGGS MEMORIAL
AWARD
Applications are now being
accepted for the Alexander
Briggs Memorial Award. To
be eligible, a student must be
a business major who has
completed at least one year
of college work with not less
· than a "B" average. Selection
GOVER/FAGAN
. is based on outstanding perSCHOLARSHIP
sonal character and interest
Ap['ca~n~·tl'P.~JlilYIJ-!lililin. t~e field of b~siness and
*if tfi'e"" 'iimothy P1i1siness education. Deadab
1 L-----=--===..~-·-lintit tQ apply is April 3, 1995.

PERKINS/NDSL BORROWERS
If you are graduating or do
not plan to be at least a halftime student at EIU next
semester, it is mandatory to·
complete an exit interview.
Failure to do so will result in a
COMPLETE HOLD being

__

6~ t()()Cl RESTAURAt-IT

Q

~

placed on your University
record. Interviews will be
held in the Collection Office,
South side Old Main.
Cashier's entrance, on April
10, April 12, and April 18.
YOU MUST SCHEDULE
YOUR APPOINTMENT. This
can be done by contacting
the Collection Office at 5813715
Martha Schwerman
Collection Specialist Ill
ADMISSION TO TEACHER
EDUCATION
Students must formally apply
for Admission to Teacher
Education at meetings scheduled each semester by the
College of Educational and
Professional Studies. Application forms are distributed at
the meetings, and the rules
and regulations concerning
admission to and retention in
teacher education are
explained. Students who
have not previously applied
should attend the following
meeting to apply for this

-

Need along distance tow?
MILLER'S AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
315 6th Street
Charleston

ENTERTAINMENT REPORTS
CALL FOR REVIEWS AND RATINGS

CALL NOW!
1-900-988-1156 EXT. 126 $2.00 PER MIN, AVG CALL 2 MINS
AVERAGE COST PER CALL $4.00
MAXIMUM COST $10.00
TOUCH TONE PHONE REQ
UNDER 18 GET PARENT'S PERMISSION
STRAUSS ENTERPRISES, CARMEL, CA (408)625-1910

t

•
"

SPORTS NEWS
TOTAL TO-TIIE-MINUTE INFO

CALL NOW!

1-900-289-2266 EXT. 145 $2.00 PER MIN, AVG CAIL 2 MINS
AVERAGE COST PER CALL $4.00
MAXIMUM COST $10.00
TOUCH TONE PHONE REQ
UNDER 18 GET PARENT'S PERMISSION
STRAUSS ENTERPRISES, CARMEL, CA (408)625-1910

Eastern Dlinols Students
Present YotU Eastern Illinois
Univ. I.D. card and get yotU
second set ofprints for only

·~®®
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I Hour Photo

WALMART SUPERCENTER
Mattoon, IL (217) 235-6773

FAITH BUILDERS CHURCH

P.O. && 188 • CHARLBSTON. ILLINOJS &Ur~
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TEACHER EDUCATION
STATUS CHECK
Students who have applied
for Admission to Teacher
Education may check their
status in 223 Buzzard. The
schedule for the remainder of
Spring Semester 1995 is as
follows:Monday-Wednesday,
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.; Tuesday Thursday, 1 :30 to 3 p.m.
Students must meet al criteria for admission to teacher
education ten weeks prior to
their student teaching
semester.

~

O.~L·~.GO
l,_B/~·,.._·~·'GO
· · ·EUNDRSET~. 1•FREEFOOD!
1111
I

a 5_
'-J ~
. - .._ T ..u......._WE DELIVER -"'FAST 348-8055

admission process: Wednesday, April 5, 1995 - Buzzard
Auditorium - noon-1 p.m.
Students must be admitted to
teacher education 1O weeks
prior to their student teaching
semester. The next opportunity to apply for Admission to
Teacher Education will be
during the Summer Semester
1995.
Mary Ellen Varble ·
Chair, Student Teaching
Dept.

~~
~
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Mary Ellen Varble
Chair, Student
Teaching Dept..
SEMINARS
The Career Planning and
Placement Center will be
offering the following seminars: "Resumes and Cover
Letters Made Easy" on Monday, March 27, from noon to
1 p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola
Rooms of the University
Union; "Teacher Placement
Day Orientation" (Brown Bag
Lunch) on Wednesday,
March 29, from noon to 1
p.m. In the Rathskeller South
Balcony; "Advanced Interviewing; Beyond the Basics"
"" on Thursday, March 30,
from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in the Charleston-Mattoon
Rooms of the Union. All students are welcome.
Shirley Stewart, Director,
Student Services/Career
Planning and Placement

·":'2'1~1.iieNotarthomas

Concert is like being
transported to a 1950's
Beatnik Cafe in Greenwicb Village"
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University Board Presents:

ALAN CANFORA
Student Activism, Past,
Present & Future

The Kent State Tragedy of
May4, 1970

Tuesday~

March 28
a pm University Ballroom
$I w/ EIU I.D.

$3 General Public

1111::0~

UnivePsity BoaPJ Human Potential Committee SponsoPs

-~le

of Life''

·-·-.--dstone
Monday, March 27, 1995
8pm University Ballroom
$1 students • $3 general public
• An interweaving of songs, stories,
and visual images focusing on the history,
mythology, and culture of Indian People.

;

